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Fluorescence spectroscopy and microscopy are widely applied in biological 
systems. However, challenges still remain due to endogenous background signal that 
obscures measurements and spatial resolution that is limited by excitation and emission 
wavelengths.  Additionally, diffusive processes inherent in the aqueous biological 
environment place artificial limits on the timeframes of study. This work describes 
sensitivity and resolution improvements to fluorescence-based measurements through a 
combination of optical modulation and correlative methods including fluorescence 
correlation spectroscopy (FCS), synchronously amplified fluorescence image recovery 
(SAFIRe) and super-resolution optical fluctuation imaging (SOFI).  Ag-DNA clusters are 
used as a modulatable fluorophore that is both photostable and sensitive to optical 
modulation. Work on a single particle, real-time tracking instrument is also detailed with 
the goal of extending the time that diffusing particles remain in the focus of a microscope 
and enabling analysis over longer time scales. 
First, the combination of SAFIRe with FCS is presented, describing a theoretical 
framework for background subtracted FCS (SAFIRe-FCS) and demonstrating 
concentration recovery of an analyte of interest amid high fluorescence background. 
Background reduction in Ag-DNA clusters is also demonstrated through pulsed 
excitation schemes, leading to a refined photophysical model describing photophysical 
transitions from a dark state directly to an emissive state in the absence of additional 
ground state excitations. The technique was then applied to FCS for concentration 
recovery amid background fluorescence. We report concentration recovery in the 
xix 
 
presence of fivefold higher background. Both methods for improved sensitivity are not 
limited to Ag-DNA clusters and are readily applicable to biological systems.  
In addition to sensitivity, resolution improvements are demonstrated using 
computational simulations of fluorescent signals of point scanning using a fast avalanche 
photodiode, followed by cumulant analysis analogous to SOFI. Important fluorophore 
photophysical properties are described and specific fluorophores are explored, where 
high fluence rates with long dark state lifetimes are crucial for resolution improvements 
and rhodamine 6G is identified as a potentially useful dye. Finally, work on a single 
particle tracking instrument is reported in an effort to extend the observation time of 
freely diffusing single fluorophores with eventual application to particle tracking in high 
background biological systems. Such an instrument would to provide new insights into 
relatively fast intramolecular interactions, traditionally hard to observe in freely diffusing 
particles on a single-molecule level. The work in this thesis covers a number of different 
approaches to improved fluorescence sensitivity, including the combination of SAFIRe 
with FCS, pulsed excitation, SOFI and single particle tracking. Future applications are 
targeted towards biological environments that present high background, such as 







 Fluorescence microscopy has provided important insight into fundamental 
biological processes. Our understanding of sub-cellular dynamics and signaling pathways 
has progressed as a result of significant research efforts focused on fluorophore 
biocompatibility, brightness, photostability, labelling efficiency, and tunability as well as 
technique and instrument development.1-12 Many of these efforts are aimed at improving 
sensitivity as nearly all biologically relevant environments contribute background signals 
that obscure the signal of interest.13-17 
 Fluorescence microscopy applied in a biological context suffers from endogenous 
background fluorescence wherein various components present in living tissue exhibit 
fluorescence that competes with the analyte signal.15 Background fluorescence reduces 
sensitivity and is defined as the ratio of signal to noise. Sensitivity can be improved by 
increasing signal, decreasing the noise, or a combination of both. Endogenous 
background fluorescence in biological samples, often from flavins, nicotinamide adenine 
dinucleotide (NADH), collagen, or hemoglobin can be simultaneously excited with the 
species of interest and are treated as a form of noise that decreases sensitivity.14-17 
Increases in signal are often pursued through brighter, more photostable fluorophores and 
higher labelling efficiency. Noise reduction frequently occurs through the design and 
application of fluorescent labels that have minimal spectral overlap with endogenous 
fluorescence.5,11,15,18,19 The need for increased sensitivity has also resulted in technique 
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development including confocal microscopy, multiphoton excitation, and optical 
modulation.10,20,21 The complexity and difficulty when studying biological processes 
continually drives the pursuit of novel approaches. 
  This thesis describes sensitivity improvements to fluorescence-based methods as 
a result of both new and improved techniques that exploit fundamental photophysical 
processes. The techniques are directly applied towards sensitivity gains in concentration 
measurements and optical resolution, are readily applicable in related techniques such as 
fluorescence imaging, and are considered in the context of eventual biological 
application. Chapter 1 provides an introduction to fluorescence spectroscopy and 
microscopy, followed by a description of fluorescent probes. Advanced fluorescence 
methods including optical modulation, single molecule measurements, and super-
resolution are also presented in this thesis. Background for each method will also be 
presented in this chapter. 
1.2 Fluorescence Spectroscopy 
 Fluorescence occurs through the absorption of electromagnetic energy in the 
visible to ultraviolet range and can be depicted using a Jablonski diagram, shown in 
Figure 1.1.22,23 Excitation of an electron from a ground electronic to an excited electronic 
state occurs after absorption of a photon with the appropriate energy. The emission of 
light resulting from relaxation from higher to lower electronic spin paired states is known 
as fluorescence. The time spent in the higher electronic state before radiative relaxation is 
known as the fluorescence lifetime τfl, and relaxation occurs at a rate equal to the inverse 
lifetime (kfl). The absorption of fluorescence emitters can be represented in terms of 
individual fluorophores by the absorption cross section (σ), or in terms of fluorophore  
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molar concentration as the extinction coefficient (ε), also known as the molar absorption 
coefficient. Not all relaxations from excited states are in the form of fluorescence. The 
quantum yield of fluorescence (Φfl) and intersystem crossing (dark state) yield (Φisc) are 
measures of the likelihood that excited fluorophores relax via fluorescence or transition 
into different (here, nonemissive) manifold of states, respectively. Importantly, relaxation 
to the ground state can also occur non-radiatively, such as through vibrational energy 
dissipation. Fluorophores may also cross into metastable states which last several orders 
of magnitude longer than fluorescence (µs vs ns), after which fluorophores non-
radiatively relax to the ground state. Such metastable states can occur as a result of 
charge separation, photoisomeriazation, or different spin multiplicities and their 
relaxation regenerates the original ground state, leading to additional fluorescence. Any 
process that hastens such relaxation to the ground state offers the potential to modulate 
molecular fluorescence.  
 
Figure 1.1. Jablonski diagram, showing absorptions in blue (~10-15 s), internal conversion 
(~10-14 - 10-9 s) and other nonemissive relaxations in black, fluorescence in green (~10-9 - 





  The use of fluorescence in biological studies is very widespread due to high 
sensitivity (single molecule), fast temporal (ns) and high spatial resolution (100’s of 
nm).2,22,23  All known fluorophores suffer from photobleaching, defined as any process 
that limits the total number of excitation and emissive relaxation processes.2 Fluorescence 
spectroscopy utilizes fluorescent labels to report on specific species within the context of 
a large sample. Depending on type and distribution of the fluorophore, fluorescence 
spectroscopy can be used to determine a wide range of information including position, 
dynamics, and concentration. 2 22,23  
1.3 Fluorescent Probes 
1.3.1 General Overview 
 Fluorescence studies are made possible through the use of fluorescent labels 
which respond to excitation by the emission of photons. Common fluorophores include 
organic dyes, fluorescent proteins, and quantum dots (QDs). Organic dyes are perhaps the 
most well established fluorescent label and are available in a range of emission 
wavelengths ranging from UV into the near IR. Organic dye extinction coefficients can 
be as large as ~3x105 M-1 cm-1, can have fluorescent quantum yields of up to ~0.9, and 
fluorescent lifetimes typically between 1-10 ns.23,24 Although they have found application 
in biology due to their small size, organic dyes require specialized delivery across cellular 
membranes and have lower photostability compared to nanoparticles such as quantum 
dots (QDs). 
Fluorescent proteins have shown great promise in biological applications as they 
can be genetically encoded and expressed within living systems.25,26 Fluorescent proteins 
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are available in a wide array of colors ranging from blue to red.25,27 Extinction 
coefficients of fluorescent proteins range up to ~1x105 M-1 cm-1, have fluorescence 
quantum yields typically 0.6 or below, typical fluorescence lifetimes 1-4 ns, and exhibit 
photostabilities comparable to organic dyes.27-29  
QDs are significantly more photostable, are comprised generally of biologically 
incompatible materials, and require some functionalization of biocompatible ligands for 
use in biological applications.30-32 QD emission is available in a wide range of colors, 
exhibit large extinction coefficients from 105 to 106 M-1 cm-1, fluorescence lifetimes 
ranging from 1-100 ns, and fluorescent quantum yields ranging from 0.1 to 0.8.24 
Quantum dots are significantly larger than other fluorescent probes (~30 nm) as they 
must be functionalized for biological compatibility.29,30,33 
 In the pursuit of improved photostability and size, our group has developed 
fluorescent silver clusters scaffolded by single stranded (ss) DNA.11,34 A variety of colors 
have been reported by varying the DNA, resulting in blue to near-IR wavelength 
emission.9,35 Extinction coefficients of the Ag-DNA clusters are typically ~105 M-1 cm-1, 
fluorescence lifetimes range from 2-6 ns, and quantum yields range from 0.1 to 0.4.9,35 
Ag-DNA clusters are used extensively throughout this thesis and will be described in 
more detail in the section that follows. 
1.3.2 Ag-DNA Cluster Background 
 Our group has previously reported the use of highly photostable, optically 
modulatable Ag-DNA clusters.20,35,36 As aqueous solutions of Ag alone lead to large 
nanoparticle formations that do not emit fluorescence, the use of scaffolds is crucial to 
Ag fluorophore formation.37-39 Much like previous work in rare gas matrices, the 
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application of oligonucleotides and peptides allowed the formation of smaller cluster 
sizes.40,41 However, the peptides provided a greater control over nanoparticle size and 
ultimately led to much greater control over the optical properties of silver clusters. The 
use of a negatively charged phosphodiester DNA backbone presents multiple potential 
sites of Ag-DNA interaction.42-44 Silver clusters of only cytosine have also been 
demonstrated.36 Exhibiting high absorption cross sections, nanosecond fluorescence 
lifetimes and reasonable fluorescent quantum yields, Ag-DNA clusters are relatively 
bright fluorophores.9,18,35 
 The dark state of Ag-DNA clusters is thought to be a result of a charge-separated 
state.45 Previous reports of the Ag-DNA cluster Stokes shift dependence on solvent 
polarity, microsecond blinking, and similar transient absorption spectra in the infrared 
(IR) region across varying compositions of Ag-DNA clusters all point to a charge-
separated nonfluorescent state. Similar behavior observed in pyrene-deoxynucleotide 
coupled systems was identified as an anionic nucleotide absorption that relaxed via 
charge recombination, and represents an analogous charge separated system with very 
similar transient absorption.46 
1.4 Fluorescence Microscopy 
 One of the most ubiquitous tools for observing single molecules is the 
fluorescence microscope. Originally developed in the 1960’s, epi-fluorescent 
microscopes utilize the same light path for excitation and emission by employing a 
dichroic mirror and optical filters to separate fluorescence emission by wavelength. 
Biological fluorescent microscopes are often operated in a widefield configuration, where 
excitation and emission are uniform across the sample.43,45,47 Fluorescence emission from 
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the entire sample volume is then collected on a detector, commonly a charge-coupled 
device (CCD) camera. 
 Confocal configurations are also employed, constraining excitation and emission 
through a small pinhole that rejects out of focus emission and results in a gain in axial 
and lateral resolution.48,49 Thus, only a single point within a sample may be imaged at a 
time, and confocal images are obtained through laser scanning, stage rastering, or a 
combination of both. Detection of confocal signals is typically on a single element 
detector, such as a photomultiplier tube (PMT) or an avalanche photodiode (APD). These 
devices have a single sensitive element which responds to external light and are capable 
of recording individual photons. Quantum efficiency (QE), or the ability to convert 
photons into electrons, is an important deciding factor when choosing a detector. 
Avalanche photodiodes in general have a higher QE in the 600-900 nm wavelength range 
and are used in this work. 
1.5 Improved Fluorescence Methods 
The focus of this thesis is to gain improved sensitivity through fluorescence-based 
techniques. A major theme in this thesis is the development of all-optical methods for 
increasing fluorescence sensitivity, an extension of previous work in our group.11 In 
addition, the work herein builds on previous work in our lab related to imaging beyond 
the few-hundred nm optical resolution limit in conventional fluorescence microscopes, 
and thus single molecule and super-resolution techniques will be introduced.50,51  
1.5.1 Optical Modulation 
 Improved fluorescence microscopy techniques have leveraged the photophysical 
properties of fluorophores to dynamically and selectively influence intensities of analyte 
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over background. One method for improving the fluorescence signal to noise ratio is 
through a technique known as optical modulation. As fluorescence is a result of optical 
excitation, optical modulation is the fluorescence response to two wavelength separated 
excitation sources such that a primary excitation induces fluorescence and a secondary 
excitation modulates analyte fluorescence intensity. By optically modulating a sample 
with analyte fluorophores sensitive to secondary excitation, it is possible to modulate 
fluorescence of only analyte, leaving the background fluorescence unaffected. Detecting 
at the specific modulation frequency provides a means to recover analyte from 
background, significantly improving sensitivity. 
 As an example, the case of a fluorophore with a metastable nonemissive state that 
is optically sensitive to long wavelength excitation is considered. Primary excitation 
induces excitation to an emissive state, and fluorescence relaxation results in emission of 
photons. A fraction of all excited photons enter the metastable nonemissive state, 
reducing total fluorescence fluency. Application of a time variant secondary excitation 
intensity depopulates the nonemissive state, causing a corresponding time-variance in 
analyte fluorescence. Importantly, the secondary excitation does not interact with 
background, only affecting analyte fluorescence. Variations in fluorescence can then be 
post-processed to extract signal over background. 
1.5.1.1 Optical Modulation Techniques 
 Optical modulation for improved fluorescence sensitivity has been accomplished 
in more than one way. Demonstrated with photoswitch flurophores, optical lock-in 
detection (OLID) reduces background through a cross-correlation of modulated 
fluorescence signal to an internal reference.21,52 Only fluorescence variations that occur 
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simultaneously in both the reference and signal are recovered in the correlation, as all 
other fluorescence is averaged out.21 Improving on OLID, synchronously amplified 
fluorescence image recovery (SAFIRe) improves signal to noise by selective observation 
of dynamic photobrightening at only the externally encoded secondary modulation 
frequency. Frequently, this signal is decoded via Fourier transforms (FT) where image 
contrast is directly proportional to the FT amplitude at the externally encoded excitation 
frequency.10,11,51,53,54 The amplitude of SAFIRe photobrightening scales linearly with the 
number of modulated flurophores, a contrast to OLID which is comprised of the product 
of signal with reference, normalized by the standard deviation of intensity values.21,54  
1.5.1.2 Fluorophores for Optical modulation  
 Optical modulation schemes have utilized both slower fluorophore photoswitches 
and more rapid responding fluorophores resulting from population shifts between states 
modelled as triplet or charge separated states.10,11,20,21,51,52,54,55 Photoswitches comprise a 
subset of fluorophores that respond to additional optical excitation by reversibly 
switching between emissive and nonemissive states and often undergo some sort of 
conformational change.21,56,57 As a result, their response is typically slower (s to hundreds 
of ms) and subsequently limit biological applications that may be observed within that 
timeframe. Faster responses have been reported in fluorophores utilizing photophysical 
dark states resulting in optical responses in the ms to µs time frames.11,18,55 This opens 
avenues to faster observations, but is limited to fluorophores equipped with optically 
depopulatable nonemissive states. 
 Ag-DNA clusters are were the first class of emitters shown to be optically 
modulated.20 Excitation via a primary laser induces fluorescence, followed by relaxation 
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into a µs-lived nonemissive state that can be depopulated with long wavelength co-
excitation. The cluster dark state maximally absorbs excitation between 700-800 nm, a 
wavelength range which typical endogenous biological fluorescence is significantly less 
sensitive.45 As a result, long-wavelength secondary excitation minimally interacts with 
background while rapidly depopulating Ag-DNA cluster dark states, modulating 
fluorescence intensities in only the Ag-DNA and not background. In addition, Ag-DNA 
clusters have good fluorescence quantum yields and high intersystem crossing rates that 
make them ideal candidates for optical modulation.35 Specifically, a high intersystem 
crossing rate into a nonemissive state allows rapid formation of dark state populations, 
enabling faster rates of optical modulation that report on the rates in and out of dark 
states.20,35 The high photostability of Ag-DNA clusters makes them good candidates for 
novel extensions to optical modulation, especially those that benefit from low 
concentration or even single molecule experiments. 
1.5.2 Single Molecule Fluorescence 
 Although traditionally applied to bulk samples, sensitivity improvements from 
optical modulation could in principle be applied at the single molecule level. Single 
molecule experiments are complementary to bulk measurements, which inherently 
incorporate molecular averaging and thus reveal the most common behaviors as they are 
often the most important for understanding a system. However, single molecule 
experiments are particularly well suited to capture infrequent, unsynchronized, or 
otherwise weakly observable phenomena so long as many measurements are made to 
statistically sample the full range of behaviors in an unbiased manner.   
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 The early single molecule experiments were conducted in solids at cryogenic 
temperatures to minimize spectral broadening due to thermal processes and thus obtain 
more narrow spectra, relying on the combination of optical spectroscopy with Stark or 
ultrasonic modulation to observe the absorption of single molecules.58,59 The superior 
sensitivity of fluorescence compared to absorbance marked the advancement of single 
molecule study.60-63 As a result, fluorescence is widely used in modern single molecule 
experiments, providing important fundamental mechanistics insights.8,63 Examples of 
single molecule fluorescence contributions to the field of biological study include 
embryonic stem cell-specific gene regulation and observation of the rotation of F1-
ATPase, essential components in biological growth and immunology.64,65 Relevant 
techniques to single molecule measurements are fluorescence correlation spectroscopy 
(FCS), described in Chapter 3 and single particle tracking, described in Chapter 6.   
 Advances in single molecule fluorescence microscopy were initially limited to 
spatially separated emitters usually as a result of very low concentrations. Such low 
concentrations do not represent realistic conditions for biological systems as fluorophores 
are not perfectly separated in living systems and are often in very close proximity. 
Resolving overlapping fluorescence from separate emitters in close spatial proximity has 
presented a new challenge as smaller and smaller length scales are approached. As a 
result, a variety of techniques has emerged to address resolution below the optical 
resolution limit. 
1.5.3 Super-Resolution Microscopy 
 The pursuit of understanding ever greater detail in biological systems has driven 
optical microscopes to probe smaller length scales. While other methods of imaging 
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small length scales exist, optical microscopy has the distinct advantage of fast temporal 
resolution and noninvasivity, crucial properties for observing biological systems. Due to 
the intrinsic properties of light, there is a fundamental limit to how tightly an excitation 
source can be focused, presenting a barrier to imaging structures of decreasing size. As a 
result, many methodologies have emerged to circumvent this limit. 
 Also known as the diffraction barrier, the ability of optical components to collect 
and focus light is fundamentally governed by the wave nature of light, a result of 
diffraction caused by the action of interference. For any real lens of finite size, there is a 
limit to its ability to gather light, represented in terms of half angle from the optical axis. 
Defined as the numerical aperture (NA), the focusing ability of any practical lens is the 
product of sin ϴ of this half angle and the index of refraction n, such that: 
 NA = n sin ϴ Equation 1.1 
 
 Employing NA as part of the physical description of a focusing lens, the Abbe 
limit, proposed by Ernst Abbe, describes the radius (d) of the tightest spot that light may 








   
   
   
where λ is the wavelength of light.66,67 However, this limit, roughly half the wavelength 
of light and resulting from the focusing ability of practical optical components, does not 
prevent fluorescent observations beyond this length scale. As a result, many different 
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methodologies have emerged to resolve beyond the optical limit, collectively referred to 
as “super-resolution”.8,59,62,68-71 Super-resolution methods may be broadly categorized as 
manipulation of the excitation point spread function (PSF),69,72,73 signal separation into 
additional domains such as time or wavelength,59,68 and post-experimental analysis or 
post-processing.74-76 
1.5.3.1 Manipulation of the Excitation Point Spread Function (PSF) 
 Fundamentally, the Abbe limit describes the greatest ability for a microscope to 
focus light, and anything smaller is ‘spread out’ to a degree, characterized by the PSF. 
This was slightly reduced in confocal microscopy by constraining excitation and 
emission through a small pinhole, resulting in a resolution increase of approximately √2. 
Stimulated Emission Depletion (STED) incorporates a dual excitation scheme, exciting 
with one laser and depleting excited states with a second, ring shaped excitation pattern 
that narrows collected fluorescence more than that by a single focused laser alone.69 
Structured illumination microscopy (SIM) along with saturated illumination (SSIM) 
utilizes multiple structurally varying excitation patterns to collect high resolution 
structural information, which is visualized through computational post-processing.73,77  
1.5.3.2 Separation into Additional Dimensions 
 While reductions in the PSF are important for super-resolution, it is also possible 
to separate fluorescence into additional dimensions. Photoactivated localization 
microscopy (PALM) and stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) employ 
optically controlled photoswitchable fluorophores, stochastically activated, imaged, and 
photobleached such that overlapping fluorophores that would otherwise reside in a 
diffraction limited volume are temporally separated.68,78 Fluorescence from overlapping 
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emitters may alternatively be separated in terms of wavelength through the use of an 
external electric field, such that the resulting fluorescence is wavelength-shifted as a 
function of position due to the Stark effect.79  
1.5.3.3 Post-Processing 
 Finally, one can apply post-processing to fluorescent signals to image beyond the 
diffraction limit. Careful observation of sequential photobleaching fluorophores with 
overlapping PSFs is used to determine the final positions, referred to as Single-Molecule 
High-Resolution Imaging with Photobleaching (SHRImP).74 Bayesian analysis of the 
blinking and bleaching (3B) models collected signals as being generated by a number of 
fluorophores that may or may not be emitting at any given time.75  Lastly, in stochastic 
optical fluctuation imaging (SOFI), higher order cumulant statistics are used to determine 
independence between individual overlapping and blinking emitters.76,80 A detailed 
introduction to SOFI will be presented in Chapter 5. 
1.8 Overview of Thesis 
 The work presented in this thesis focuses on improved fluorescence sensitivity as 
a result of the application of new techniques exploiting fundamental photophysical 
processes. Specifically, in Chapters 3 and 4, photophysical characteristics of optically 
modulatable Ag-DNA clusters are investigated and utilized to determine quantitative 
measures of concentration, demonstrating novel and near background free methodologies 
for improved sensitivity. The same photophysical properties that lead to blinking are also 
explored in the context of super-resolution microscopy in Chapter 5, where 
computational simulation is used to explore physically relevant parameters for optimal 
resolution enhancements. Finally, progress in a fluorescence-based single particle 
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tracking instrument is detailed in Chapter 6 with the eventual goal of applying optical 
modulation for improved fluorescence sensitivity in biologically relevant highly 
autofluorescent environments. Through novel technique development, additional tools 
become available to the scientist pushing the boundaries of biological fluorescence 
spectroscopy ever further. 
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2.1 Synthesis of Ag-DNA Clusters 
 Analogous to our previous reports, we prepared a new 630 nm-emitting Ag 
nanodot that exhibits a higher dark state quantum yield than do other nanodot species.1,2 
This species is readily synthesized using our published procedures in water, but using the 
single stranded DNA (ss-DNA) sequence 5′-CCCCAACTCC-3′ as the template. 
Specifically, ss-DNA (Integrated DNA Technology) is first diluted in water to form a 
final 20 nM concentration solution. AgNO3 (Sigma-Aldrich, 204390) is added to form a 
3:1 Ag:DNA ratio via a 2 mg/mL aqueous solution. Next a 6:1 ratio of 1 mg/mL of 
NaBH4 (Sigma-Aldrich, 213462) is added to the ss-DNA and Ag mixture within 30 
seconds of combining NaBH4 and water. The NaBH4 was weighed immediately before 
adding, and added within 30 s of diluting. It is easiest to create a 1 mg/mL solution of 
NaBH4, and then add the appropriate amount of BH4
- to the DNA/AgNO3 solution.  The 
resulting 1 mL mixture is then vortexed for about a minute, incubated at room 
temperature for about six hours and then refrigerated (~2° C) for permanent storage. 
While Ag-DNA clusters may continue to form in the refrigerator for approximately 24-48 
hours, they are stable in stock concentrations for at least two weeks. 
 The 710 nm Ag-DNA emitter was synthesized following our original procedure,1 
using 5′-CCCTTAATCCCC-3′ as the template. Samples for photophysical and 
fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) analysis were prepared as follows: ss-DNA 
was combined with AgNO3 in a 6:1 molar ratio and incubated at room temperature for 15 
minutes. The mixture was then combined with NaBH4 in a 3:1 ratio of BH4
-:DNA, 
vortexed for one minute and incubated at room temperature for two hours. 710 nm 
emitters made in the absence of buffer are not as chemically stable as the 630 nm 
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emitters, and should be used within a day. 630 nm emitters should be viable a month 
later, though they may last longer.  
 Fluorescence excitation and emission spectra were recorded on a fluorescence 
spectrophotometer (Photon Technology International QM-4/2006) and are shown in 
Figure 2.1.  
2.2 Bulk Photophysical Characterization 
 Bulk photophysical absorption measurements were conducted to determine 
quantum yields, extinction coefficients, and photophysical rate constants. Fluorescence 
was recorded on a Photon Technology International (PTI) Quanta Master 40 equipped 
with a xenon lamp and a photomultiplier tube with sensitivity out to 900 nm. Absorption 
measurements were made on a Shimadzu UV-2401 PC spectrophotometer. In all cases, 
measurements were collected in a glass cuvette. τon was determined via FCS fits 
according to previous methods.2 The determination of τon and τoff were extracted from 







Figure 2.1. Fluorescence excitation and emission spectra for (A) 630 nm emitters and 
(B) 710 nm emitters. 
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2.3 Fluorescence Microscopy 
 All fluorescence-based microscopy (FCS, fluorescence lifetime, fluorescent 
imaging) experiments were performed on an Olympus IX70 or IX71 inverted 
microscope. Excitation was aligned into the back of the microscope, which was reflected 
into a 60x 1.2 NA water immersion objective for aqueous samples or a 60x 1.45 NA oil 
immersion objective for immobilized samples. Epi-fluorescent emission was collected by 
the same objective, passed through a set of emission filters selected to block both 
excitation wavelengths and pass emission, and then through 100-µm multimode fiber and 
onto an avalanche photodiode (APD) (Perkin-Elmer, SPCM-AQRH-15-FC). 
Fluorescence was recorded on either a Becker-Hickl SPC-630 board operated in reverse 
stop/start and FIFO modes, or an NI PCI-6602 fast counting board with homebuilt 




Figure 2.2. Schematic of fluorescence experiment, where a laser (primary excitation) is 
aligned into an epi-fluorescent microscope and onto a dichroic mirror which reflects the 
excitation into the objective and onto a sample. Fluorescence is collected back through 
the objective and passes through the dichroic mirror and an emission filter, reducing any 
additional light at the excitation wavelength. The light is collected on an avalanche 
photodiode and subsequently sent to a photon counting board (not shown). 
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 Frequency response was determined via immobilization in 20% (w/v) PVA/H2O 
in a 1:1 ratio of Ag-DNA:PVA and extremely low 560 nm excitation intensity (1.4 
mW/cm2) to minimize photobleaching while maximizing count rates. Home built 
software automated data collection written in the C programming language. 
 Fluorescence lifetimes were determined on an Olympus IX71 microscope (60x 
1.2 NA water immersion objective), with a 560 nm PicoQuant LDH-D-TA-560 driven by 
a Sepia II controller focused into an aqueous sample. Subsequent fluorescence was 
collected through a 100-µm multimode fiber and routed to an avalanche photodiode 
(PerkinElmer, SPCM-AQRH-15-FC). Time-stamped photon arrival times were recorded 
with a Becker-Hickl SPC-630 board operating in reverse stop/start and FIFO modes and 
subsequent analysis was performed using Decayfit 
(http://www.fluortools.com/software/decayfit) for impulse deconvolution. 
 Immobilized long-term fluorescence lifetimes were acquired using Ag-DNA 
immobilized in 20% (w/v) PVA. In both cases, continuous wave (CW) 803 nm secondary 
excitation was combined with 532 nm or 643 nm primary excitation for 630 nm or 710 
nm Ag-DNA clusters, respectively. The 532 or 643 nm secondary laser was expanded 
and collimated to backfill the objective and produce a tightly focused excitation volume. 
Because of a slow 10 kHz repetition rate in excitation, a Becker-Hickl HRT-41 router 
was used to send both fluorescent signals and timing of laser pulses to the SPC-630 
counting board, each utilizing a different channel. Fluorescent lifetimes were built by 
assigning a photon arrival time after each laser pulse. 
2.4 Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy 
2.4.1 Theory 
 While not explicitly limited to single molecule measurements, FCS is a very 
common means of serially observing the fluorescence of many individual molecules 
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diffusing through the focal volume. Typically applied to solutions containing freely 
diffusing fluorophores, an excitation source is tightly focused into a sample and 
fluorescence is passed through a spatial filter (pinhole or optical fiber) and onto a fast 
recording device such as an APD or photomultiplier tube (PMT) with ns time resolution. 
Low concentrations are important such that fluctuations in fluorescence intensity are 
recorded with a single photon counting board. Any process that gives rise to fluctuations 
in fluorescence is detectable in correlative analysis, and as a result, the technique is  
applicable to many different physical systems such as solvated diffusion, binding 
kinetics, and dark state kinetics arising from photophysical transitions.
 FCS traces are constructed by utilizing fluorescence fluctuations at time t about 
the mean, represented in Equation 2.1 where <F> is the time-average of F(t).2-4 These 
fluctuations are used in the definition of an autocorrelation function, shown in Equation 
2.2. The fluorescence autocorrelation the product of the fluorescence fluctuations with  
itself as a function of time delay, τ, and thus has the greatest similarity at zero delay 
(along with maximal noise). As the time delay is increased, fluorescence fluctuations 
become less similar as a result of underlying physical processes such as photophysical 
blinking and diffusion through the excitation volume. 
 Correlation functions performed on photon arrival trajectories naturally average 




δF(t) = F(t) - <F> Equation 2.1 





study. As with any FCS experiment, fluctuations resulting from individual molecules 
must remain larger than those arising from background sources, mandating relatively low 
concentrations, bright analyte molecules, stable lasers, sensitive detectors, and very low 
obscuring background. In the limit of zero background, the number of molecules in the 
excitation volume is determined using an autocorrelation fit to a standard diffusing 







   
in which τ is the delay, N is the number of molecules, D is the diffusion coefficient and  
wxy, wz are the excitation volume dimensions.
5 As dynamics are not synchronized, 
contrast increases with decreasing numbers of molecules contributing to the overall 
signal. Signal to noise of the correlation curve, however, increases with increased 
fluorescence brightness of the sample. Thus, crucial parameters include molecular 
brightness for good visibility at low analyte concentration and maintaining very low 
obscuring background fluorescence.5 
 In the case of blinking, fluorescent on and off times may be fit by Equation 2.4, 
where τc is the characteristic blinking time, and A and B are constants related to τc via 






   
where the photophysical on and off times τon and τoff are related to τc and constants A and 











2.4.2 Experimental FCS 
 Using a fluorescence setup, extremely low concentrations of solutions were 
observed in minimal ambient light conditions (1-300 cts/s when primary excitation is 
blocked). Extremely dilute solutions (pM to nM) are important for significant correlation 
amplitudes as fewer fluorophores generate greater fluctuations, greater amplitude in the 
correlation function, and subsequently better parameter extraction as a result of fitting. 
FCS correlations were fit to Equation 2.3 for non-blinking fluorophores. 
 FCS combined with dual excitation were collected via two overlapped lasers, 
where the beam width of the secondary laser is smaller than the primary laser which is 
aligned to backfill the objective to minimize excitation volume. This way the secondary 
laser has a larger excitation volume and effectively depopulates any thermally excited 
states before they enter the excitation volume of the primary laser. Importantly, 
secondary excitation is passed through an electro-optical modulator and then an optical 
fiber. The electro-optical modulator varies the intensity of passed secondary intensity, 
and the fiber significantly increases the contrast between ‘on’ and ‘off’ states. The 
combination of both the well-aligned electro-optical modulator and optical fiber (~80% 
power aligned) allows one to attain a contrast ratio of 10,000:1 or greater. A schematic of 




Figure 2.3. Schematic of SAFIRe-FCS subtraction alignment. Much like the fluorescence 
experiment, a primary laser is aligned into a microscope and fluorescence is collected on 
an APD. The addition of a secondary excitation is aligned first through an electro-optical 
modulator and then an optical fiber before being overlapped with the primary excitation. 
The combination of the electro-optical modulator and fiber maximizes the contrast of 
‘on’ and ‘off’ modulated intensity. 
 
  
2.5 Pulse – Continuous Wave (CW) Experiments 
 Pulse – CW experiments were conducted via a pulsed diode laser. For 500 kHz 
repetition rates and above, the pulse repetition was simply recorded in the ‘sync’ port on 
the photon counting card (Figure 2.4). Lower frequency repetition rates were recorded by 
collecting the pulses as ‘photons’ on a separate channel via a Becker-Hickl HRT-41 
router connected to a Becker-Hickl SPC 630 photon counting board operated in reverse 




Figure 2.5. Schematic of slow (<200 kHz) pulse-CW experiments where a fast diode 
records the output from a 10 kHz diode laser and is collected along with fluorescence via 
a router which assigns a channel to APD vs photodiode pulses. 
 
Subsequent analysis was used to determine the time delay between each sync ‘photon’ 
and all other collected fluorescence.  
 
 
Figure 2.4. Schematic of fast (>200 kHz) pulse-CW experiments where a primary diode 
laser synced via a delay box to a photon counting board. 
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2.6 Pulse-Pulse Experiments 
 Pulse-pulse experiments were also conducted in two time schemes – 10 MHz and 
10 kHz, and were set up as shown in Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7.  Due to the drastic 
difference in time scales, two digital delay generators (DG 645 and DG 535) were 
employed in place of delay boxes to properly delay pulses for the 200 kHz modulation. 
 
 
Figure 2.6. Schematic of fast (5 MHz) pulse-pulse experiments. The 80 MHz Ti:Sapphire 
is pulse picked and used to trigger a pulse laser deriver. Variable delay boxes (0-32 ns) 
are used to precisely control timing of sync and primary pulses. 
 
2.7 Stochastic Optical Fluctuation Imaging 
 Glass substrates used in Stochastic Optical Fluctuation Imaging (SOFI) 
experiments were prepared first by a 2+ hour soak in acetone, followed by a rinse with DI 
H2O and subsequent plasma cleaning (Harrick Plasma, PDC-32G) for 15 seconds. All 
fluorophores were diluted in a 20% (w/v) PVA and deposited on glass coverslips by spin 
coating at 2500 RPM for 50 seconds.  
 A 2D or 3D piezoelectric stage was controlled by in-house LabView 8.6 software 
that recorded fluorescence and position. A LabView PCI-6602 Timer Card with a BNC-
2120 breakout box collected fluorescence and the stage was controlled via closed-loop 




Figure 2.7. Schematic of slow pulse-pulse experiments where the delay boxes in Figure 6 
are replaced with digital delay generators. Due to the 200 kHz rep rate, the sync port on 




 All simulations were written in MatLab versions r2013a - 2015a. Care was taken 
to vectorize the fluorescence trajectories, incorporating sequential loops only to 
determine the occurrence of non-overlapping photophysical dark states. Once 
optimizations were made via vectorization, the simulations were parallelized and run on 
PACE cluster resources (http://www.pace.gatech.edu). 
2.8 Single Particle Tracking 
 Samples used for single particle tracking were either aqueous or PEG-600 
(carbowax) solutions of crimson (625 ex/ 645 em) beads either 200 nm or 20 nm in 
diameter (FluoSpheres, ThermoFisher).  
 Immobilized samples were prepared with a 3.8 pM solution of 250 nm diameter 
carboxylate-functionalized fluorescent polystyrene beads (Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY) 
in a 1:10 (w/v) solution of PVA and water. The mixture was then spin-coated onto a glass 
coverslip at 5500 rpm for 50 s to immobilize the beads in a dry PVA matrix.  
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 Samples used for tracking were sandwiched between two coverslips via two 
layers of double-sided film tape. The coverslips were then adhered to the microscope 
stage via double sided tape. PEG solvated samples were prepared by 1:1000 (v/v) 
dilutions of polystyrene bead stock solutions (2% solids) in PEG 400 solutions for a final 
concentration of 3.8 pM. Beads were first located on a CCD and subsequent fluorescence 
collected by the microscope was then directed to an APD via a microscope viewport 
adjustment knob. Aqueous samples were prepared the same as PEG samples. 
2.9 Data Analysis 
 Data analysis was performed primarily with MatLab (versions r2011a – r2015a), 
along with the C programming language and Origin software (version 8.5). 
Autocorrelations were calculated using an in-house implementation of a photon-by-
photon method or convolution.6 
2.9.1 Fluorescence Enhancement 
 Enhancement was determined via Equation 2.7, where Idl is the dual laser 
fluorescence intensity and Isl is the single laser fluorescence intensity.
7 However, in 
practice, a Fourier transform may be used. Equation 2.8 is the enhancement of sin wave 
modulation, where FTsin,modFreq is the amplitude of the discrete fast Fourier transform at 
the modulation frequency and FT0 is the 0 Hz amplitude or offset amplitude. The factors 
of 2 on the enhancement take into account the symmetric FFT, where only one half is 
considered, and thus must be multiplied by 2. FT0 is unique and not multiplied by 2. 
Equation 2.9 shows the enhancement of square wave modulation, where FTsq,modFreq is the 
amplitude at the square wave modulation frequency. The factor of π/2 (2 x π/4) in the 
square wave is a result of the infinite sum of odd harmonic frequencies required to form a 















2.9.2 Diffusion Coefficient for Tracking 
As a means of reporting the capabilities of a tracking instrument, a diffusion 
coefficient provides an experimentally relevant figure of merit. Diffusion coefficients can 
be used to characterize the diffusive motions present in a sample, where higher diffusion 
coefficients represent faster diffusion. Applications of tracking are limited by the range of 
diffusion coefficients an instrument can follow. Instruments capable of measuring higher 
diffusion coefficients have wider application because the tracking of nonmoving particles 
is trivial. Among the highest reported diffusion coefficients for a single tracked particle is 
20 μm2/s, corresponding to a single 20 nm diameter sphere in water.9 
 Diffusion coefficients can be experimentally determined from a particle trajectory 
using Equation 2.10. In this equation, the mean square displacement (MSD), represented 
by ⟨|r(t)-r(0)|2⟩,  is calculated from a series of positions in time, r(t), and scaled against the 
number of dimensions n and time t. While Equation 2.10 represents the diffusion 
coefficient as a function of time, the diffusion coefficients can also be obtained by 
plotting MSD/2n versus time and fitting the slope. Diffusion coefficients for particles as a 
function of time could give insight into the dynamics of either particle diffusion or 





 As a method for checking experimental work, diffusion coefficients can also be 
calculated by the Stokes-Einstein relation which is the ratio of the available thermal 
energy to the frictional forces present. The Stokes-Einstein relation is shown in Equation 
2.11 where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature (in Kelvin), η is the solution 
viscosity (Pa·s) and r is the particle radius (m). The Stokes-Einstein equation assumes 
spherically symmetric particles and solution viscosities that are temperature independent. 
Despite these assumptions it is still useful as a way of checking experimental results, and 
will be used to approximate experimental diffusion coefficients in the thesis research 
results to follow.  
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  Endogenous fluorescent background, present in nearly all biological fluorescence 
imaging, obscures signals of interest. Improvements in sensitivity or the ratio of signal to 
noise is thus important for biological study. The presence of background has forced the 
development of brighter and wavelength-shifted fluorescent probes such that brighter 
signals are obtained.1-3 However, the brightness is limited by the number of electrons 
involved in the optical transition and organic molecules routinely approach this oscillator 
strength limit.4 As a result, further gains in sensitivity are likely to come from 
background reduction. 
 Separate from passive background reduction, actively manipulating fluorescent 
signals enables the selective recovery of signal even in cases where the background is 
two orders of magnitude greater than signal of interest. Originally demonstrated on Ag-
DNA clusters, Synchronously Amplified Fluorescence Intensity Recovery (SAFIRe) is a 
fluorescence modulation technique that uses an intensity-modulated, lower energy 
secondary laser to reversibly depopulate photon-generated dark states, subsequently 
repopulating the ground state in a reversible manner.5-8 As a result, an external 
modulation waveform is encoded only on the analyte fluorescence, which can be decoded 
to recover emission from the emitters separately from the endogenous background.9 
 SAFIRe is effective both for single molecule and bulk samples and is capable of 
recovering relative concentrations of modulation-sensitive fluorophore signals in high 
background environments. In contrast, fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) 
typically relies on very low concentrations (nM-fM) to observe fluorescence intensity 
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fluctuations arising from physical processes such as diffusion, concentration and 
photophysical dark state dynamics.10,11 One of the most significant challenges to FCS in 
biological environments is background fluorescence. Even with weak background, the 
true number of molecules present in the focal volume is not directly recoverable as 
fluorescent fluctuations arise from both signal and background emitters.11,12 Thus, optical 
modulation of Ag-DNA clusters is utilized to demonstrate novel bulk spectroscopic 
methods to improve one laser FCS to quantitatively recover signal concentration and 
diffusion dynamics in high background environments. 
3.2 Theory 
 Representing the signal S(t) as S, the obscuring background B(t) as B, there is a 
relative enhancement factor, c, of the signal as a result of secondary co-illumination (cS). 
Because the secondary laser is longer wavelength than the collected emission, this 
enhancement does not affect the non-modulated background, B, which is always present. 
This leads to two regimes of signal: S+B and cS+B, resulting from single and dual 
excitation, respectively. The relative enhancement, c, must be greater than or equal to 
one, where a value of c equal to one corresponds to zero enhancement over primary 
excitation alone. Because, on average, the background is the same in the two halves of 
the modulation period, one can use the fact that correlations average data to 
mathematically extract the signal of interest in FCS. By splitting the intensity trajectory 
to yield two parallel trajectories consisting of 1) the photons collected with dual 
excitation and 2) those collected with primary-only excitation, the traces can be 
processed to extract the pure signal correlation curve without background contributions, 






where * indicates a correlation integral and all correlations must remain unnormalized 
until the final result is obtained.  
 With sufficient averaging, the correlation subtraction in Equation 3.1 recovers the 
true autocorrelation curve of the background subtracted signal of interest. Because 
photons are separated from the original time trace, Nyquist sampling dictates the fastest 
time that can be probed in the correlation-subtracted curve to be half the modulation 
period. Because this frequency is still much faster than that of diffusion through the focal 
volume, fitting the recovered background subtracted signal correlation to Equation 2.10 
then allows for extraction of the number of molecules and diffusion time. 
3.3 Ag-DNA Cluster Fluorophores 
 Previously reported photostable Ag-DNA clusters exhibit fluorescence with 
blinking on µs lifetimes, which significantly decrease when a second, lower energy/ 
longer wavelength excitation is applied (680-950 nm).5,7,9,13,14  To confirm the loss of µs 
blinking as a result of long wavelength excitation, we compare the FCS measurements 
under conditions of single and dual excitation of shorter (594 and 642 nm wavelengths 
for 630 nm and 710 nm emitters, respectively) both with and without 803 nm co-
illumination (Figure 3.1). This µs reduction in blinking suggests depopulation of a 
nonemissive dark state as a result of secondary, long wavelength irradiation, consistent 
with previously reported fluorescence enhancement.5,15 
 For both 630 nm and 710 nm emitting Ag-DNA clusters, primary excitation 
yields bright fluorescence while simultaneously shifting the population to the sub-100 ms 
long-lived dark state. Co-illumination with longer wavelengths repopulates the ground 
state faster than the dark state naturally decays to increase steady-state emission. Thus, all 
clusters exhibit enhanced fluorescence under secondary co-illumination but with varying 
degrees resulting from differences in steady-state dark state populations. The combined 
excitation of a 643 nm 10 kHz pulsed laser with an 803 nm CW yielded a fluorescence  
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enhancement of ~10% in aqueous 710 nm emitters. By comparison, a 630 nm emitter 
exhibits a significantly higher aqueous enhancement (~50%), with specific photophysical 
characteristics listed in Table 3.1. 
 
 Our group has previously proposed a photophysical model for Ag-DNA 
enhancement using a three state system comprised of a ground state, emissive state, and 
dark state.5,16-18 The photophysical on and off times (residence time in emissive and dark 





Figure 3.1. Autocorrelations of fluorescence from both single (red) and dual (black) 
illumination of (A) 630 nm emitters and (B) 710 nm emitters. FCS from primary only 
excitation is shown in red while FCS from dual excitation is shown in black,  
demonstrating the loss of µs blinking in the fluorescence as a result of secondary 
excitation. Samples were illuminated using a 400 W/cm2 594 nm primary excitation 
source with and without 130 kW/cm2 803 nm co-illumination and (B) 1.4 kW/cm2 594 
nm with and without 50 kW/cm2 800nm co-illumination. 
 
 
       Table 3.1. Photophysical properties for 630 nm Ag-DNA clusters 
Emisssion 
(nm) 
τfl, ns ΦFL ε, 10
5 M-1cm-1 τon, µs τoff, µs 




state populations must be established during a single modulation cycle. The high 
intersystem crossing rate, kisc, enables Ag-DNA cluster steady-state populations to be 
established very quickly, allowing a wide range of modulation cycles to be utilized 
including those much faster (100 kHz) and much slower (1 Hz) than the diffusion time. 
3.4 SAFIRe-FCS 
 Fluorescence was recorded in a solution of equal parts 630 nm Ag-DNA cluster 
and Texas Red under co-illumination of 594 nm continuous wave (CW) and modulated 
intensity 805 nm CW excitation (100kHz or 1Hz). The externally applied square-wave 
modulation period defines the width of the histogram window, with the secondary laser 
illuminating the sample for only half the period. The histogram exhibits two regimes – 
higher fluorescence intensity with secondary laser on, and lower fluorescence intensity 
with secondary laser off (Figure 3.2A and Figure 3.2As the secondary laser is much 
longer wavelength (805 nm) than the collected emission (630 nm), the non-modulated 
background is constant (Poisson distributed) throughout the entire microtime window. At 
modulation frequencies that are high relative to the diffusion rate, the same molecules are 
probed as they have had insufficient time to diffuse out of the focal volume during the 
modulation period.  
 Figure 3.3 demonstrates the recovery of 630 nm Ag-DNA cluster signals from 
Texas Red background. Correlation subtraction according to Equation 3.1 (Figure 3.2C 
and Figure 3.2D) reveals a higher correlation amplitude than present in the raw FCS 
curve. The higher resulting correlation amplitude can be fit to Equation 3.1 to extract 
only the 630 Ag-DNA clusters within the Texas Red background.  
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Figure 3.2. Correlation subtraction of modulated 630 nm emitters with Texas Red 
Background at concentrations such that they both exhibit equal fluorescence, illuminated 
with 594 nm primary and 805 nm secondary laser intensities of 400 W/cm2 and 70 
kW/cm2, respectively, in an excitation volume of ~5x10-17 m3. (A) Schematic of the 
modulation period (histogram) for recovering concentrations. The primary excitation 
source is a constant intensity CW with modulated secondary intensity, leading to a 
modulated fluorescence signal. (B) Experimental microtime window of 100 kHz 
modulation cycle. (C) 100 kHz modulated fluorescence data from (B) is divided into 
photons corresponding to single and dual excitation and correlations of all possible 
combinations are performed. The correlation subtraction is also shown, as determined 
from Equation 3.1, along with fit to Equation 2.10.  (D) Correlations pertaining to 1 Hz 
modulation of the same sample along with a fit to Equation 2.10. 
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3.5 High Frequency SAFIRe-FCS 
 In principle, correlation subtraction works best at very high modulation 
frequencies. In this regime, the molecules generating background and those giving signal 
and enhancement have not diffused out of the laser focus even after several modulation  
cycles. Thus, fluorescence fluctuations due to diffusing individual molecules can be 
quantitatively averaged and subtracted out of the resulting correlations. In practice, 
however, such high modulation frequencies require very high emission rates for good 
signal to noise. For high-frequency modulation, the photon count rate is divided by two 
as traces are separated into one laser and two laser intensity trajectories. Because signal  
to noise in correlation functions at a given delay scales with the square of the count rate, 
this count rate reduction through trace separation, coupled with the multiple operations 
on the auto and cross-correlations that need to be performed, further increase noise in the 
recovered correlation. While a unique aspect of these Ag-DNA cluster emitters is their 
ability to be optically modulated at high frequencies while maintaining large modulation 
depths, only a limited number of fluorophores exhibit the ability to rapidly establish 
optically sensitive steady-state populations that may be depopulated via long wavelength 
excitation.  
3.6 Low Frequency SAFIRe-FCS 
 Low frequency modulation both complements and offers advantages over high 
frequency modulation-based signal extraction (Figure 3.2). For modulation at 1 Hz, 
photon arrival trajectories of each half period are correlated and combined according to 
Equation 3.1 to recover the background-subtracted correlation, S*S. These subtracted 
correlations can then be averaged over the many modulation cycles, further reducing shot 
noise contributions.  
 Sensitivity in correlation signals scales with the square of the photon count rate. 
Unlike high frequency SAFIRe-FCS, low frequency SAFIRe-FCS does not reduce 
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sensitivity by reducing the photon count rate prior to calculating correlation functions. 
Additionally, no additional Nyquist sampling constraints are imposed when separating 
dual and single-laser excitation traces. Thus, low frequency SAFIRe-FCS has higher 
sensitivity and readily preserves the faster dark state timescales in correlation 
subtractions. Only the long time correlations are sacrificed, but are much longer than the 
diffusion time and thus no diffusive information is lost. As with the high frequency 
modulation, diffusion times are readily recovered, but fluorescence fluctuations due to 
diffusing individual molecules may not be as effectively recovered as with high-
frequency modulation. By using sufficiently long periods to average over background 
concentration fluctuations, improved averaging and subtractions are likely to be obtained 
but background may not be quantitatively removed using low-frequency modulation. 
This is evident in the different in correlation amplitudes in Figure 3.2D and molecule 
number recovery in Figure 3.3 
 Importantly, at low modulation frequencies, the number of molecules recovered 





Figure 3.3.  A) Plot of actual concentration vs correlation subtraction concentration at 
100 kHz and 1 Hz modulation frequencies for 630 nm emitters with Texas Red 
background, illuminated with 594 nm primary and 805 nm secondary laser intensities of 
400 W/cm2 and 70 kW/cm2, respectively. B) Fourier Transform Concentration recovery 




dual-laser autocorrelations, shown in Figure 3.2C and Figure 3.2D. In other words, the 
cross correlations between enhanced and non-enhanced regions contribute less to the 
subtraction of background fluctuations at low modulation frequencies. The contrast upon 
correlation subtraction results from the increased signal with dual laser excitation over 
that with primary laser excitation alone, enabling preferential recovery of only the 
modulatable molecule signals, but the background fluctuations are not as effectively 
subtracted as with high frequency modulation. Contrast in the recovered correlation 
results from the difference in signal intensities between one and two laser excitation. 
However, since the same molecules are not present in both one and two laser excitation 
of low frequency SAFIRe-FCS, they are not represented in the cross-correlations as 
effectively. This suggests that while low frequency modulation removes background, the 
cross correlations between enhanced and non-enhanced signals are low, indicating that 
additional calibration will be needed to determine the correct analyte molecule 
concentration in solution. 
3.7 Fourier Transform (FT) Concentration Recovery 
 Although Equation 3.1 is useful for recovering modulated fluorophore correlation 
curves with reduced background, the practical challenges in subtracting background at 
the different timescales suggests a simpler approach. As the auto and cross correlations 
are related to Fourier transforms (FTs) by the convolution theorem, one can extract the 
number of analyte molecules from the FT amplitude at the modulation frequency. We 
have shown that this amplitude scales linearly with the total number of modulated 
molecules and is shifted to its own unique detection frequency, free from obscuring 
background signals.5-9,19-21 While this amplitude is linear in the number of molecules, the 
slope of FT amplitude vs. concentration of modulated species is a product of many 
photophysical and experimental parameters. Thus, accurate numbers of molecules can 
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only be obtained from the FT amplitude if calibrated by the correlation subtracted 
SAFIRe-FCS or a predetermined calibration curve obtained under identical conditions.  
3.8 Comparison of High Frequency, Low Frequency, and FT Recovery 
 By modulating at 1 Hz, photons were collected for 0.5 seconds with dual CW 
excitation and 0.5 seconds with primary only excitation. Enough photons are collected to 
enable calculation of entire correlation functions within each half-second period. Clearly, 
the 1 Hz recoveries drastically improve correlation contrast through correlation 
subtraction, since low modulation frequency count rates are not divided as they are at 
high modulation frequencies. The amplitudes of the cross correlations between 
modulated and unmodulated halves of the modulation period are much lower as the 
background in each half-period is not exactly identical as it is at high frequencies. Thus, 1 
Hz data may not quantitatively recover concentrations, but it does demonstrate the utility 
of correlation subtractions to remove background signals.  
  Because SAFIRe induces high fluorescence enhancement, enhancement photons 
are synchronized with the secondary laser modulation waveform. Thus, for any specific 
modulation frequency and excitation conditions, a calibration of FT amplitude to known 
concentration (including extrapolation of FT amplitude to zero concentration) provides a 
convenient methodology for relating modulation-dependent fluorescence signals to true 
concentration in complex environments. When the only varying quantity is concentration, 
the FT amplitude at the modulation frequency is directly proportional to analyte 
concentration (Figure 3.3B), providing a calibration curve to determine concentration 
from modulated signals. Thus, the combination of correlation subtraction at high and low 
frequencies, coupled with calibrated FT amplitude enables extraction of analyte 
concentration for fluorophores with optically modulated dark states at a wide range of 




 Biologically relevant environments contribute significant endogenous background 
signals to fluorescence, providing challenges to sensitive techniques such as FCS. 
However, modulation sensitive fluorophores, such Ag nanodots used with SAFIRe, 
provide a means of signal recovery amidst high background and is applicable to FCS 
through correlation subtractions. Ag nanodots provide excellent brightness in both linear 
and multiphoton fluorescence, but it is their dark states that enable selective recovery of 
their emission without recovering background.5,7,9,20,22,23 Using new SAFIRe-FCS 
subtractions on fast and slow timescales, the highly populated dark states can be optically 
depopulated with long wavelength co-illumination to repopulate the fluorescent manifold 
of states. Modulating this secondary laser modulates recovered fluorescence, shifting Ag 
nanodot emission signals to a unique detection frequency. Modulation frequency is 
limited by the time required to build up steady-state populations, which is largely 
governed by the Ag nanodot dark state lifetime.6,7,13 SAFIRe-FCS with modulation much 
faster than the diffusional transit time in an FCS geometry provides a means for 
concentration recovery through correlation subtraction of enhanced and unenhanced 
portions of the modulation cycle. Lower frequency modulation provides incomplete 
background suppression, as subtractions are on timescales significantly longer than 
diffusion, and thus not performed on the same analyte and background emitters. In both 
low and high modulation frequencies, the Fourier amplitude provides a linear relationship 
between concentration and correlation subtraction, making it possible to quantitatively 
recover Ag nanodot concentrations from high backgrounds in FCS geometries. SAFIRe-
FCS should have direct applications to FCS studies in biological systems, making these 
small (~5nm hydrodynamic diameter) sub-10 atom Ag cluster fluorophores useful labels 
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SEQUENTIAL TWO-PHOTON FLUORESCENCE UPCONVERSION 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Endogenous background frequently obscures signals of interest when imaging 
biological samples with fluorescence microscopy.1-3  Sensitivity, defined as the ratio of 
signal to noise, can be improved either by increasing signal or reducing noise. Significant 
efforts have been made towards increasing signal by improving fluorophore brightness, 
enhancing photostability, and wavelength-shifting fluorescence emission to portions of 
the spectrum that exhibit minimal overlap with biological background fluorescence.4-8 
Efforts have also been made to reduce background and are the focus of this 
chapter. It is possible to reduce background through selective control and observation of 
analyte-specific fluorescence intensity changes. Specifically, dual excitation schemes 
comprised of a primary excitation that causes fluorescence and a secondary wavelength-
separated excitation that modulates total fluorescence intensity have demonstrated all-
optical control of analyte-specific fluorescence intensity.9,10 Initially demonstrated in 
molecular photoswitch fluorophores, optical lock-in detection (OLID) demonstrated a 
reduction in background by cross correlating deterministic fluorescence fluctuations in 
cells with a known reference, thereby reducing background.9,11 Additionally, in 
synchronously amplified fluorescence recovery (SAFIRe), optical modulation reversibly 
depopulates fluorophores otherwise trapped in µs-lived photophysical dark states, 
recovering ground state populations and subsequently increasing fluorescence. Analyzing 
the fluorescent signal at the modulation frequency permits recovery in the presence of 
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high background and is frequently accomplished through the use of Fourier transforms 
(FTs).10,12-15 Such techniques provide a means to encode a time variant fluorescence 
intensity signal through secondary excitation which can be post-processed to extract 
analyte fluorescence amid background. In this chapter, the dual excitation process is 
considered as a sequential two-photon process comprised of primary excitation to an 
emissive state, relaxation into a dark state, and a secondary excitation out of the dark 
state. Additional background information on optical modulation is presented in Section 
1.5.1 
Aside from optical modulation, a complementary method to circumvent 
background is through the use of labels that exhibit significantly longer fluorescence 
lifetimes than background. In this technique, pulsed excitation is applied to fluorophores 
with long fluorescent lifetimes in the presence of background. The background 
fluorescence persists for relatively shorter time scales (~ns) while the analyte 
fluorescence is recorded beyond this time frame (<ms). By gating the collection of 
fluorescence beyond the fluorescence lifetime of the background, significant gains in 
sensitivity can be achieved. This has been demonstrated in lanthanide-based fluorescent 
probes, which exhibit lifetimes on the order of 1-10 ms.16 Long lifetimes in lanthanides 
result from a combination of poor connections between ground and emissive states and 
the high refractive index of the surrounding chelator, molecular sensitizer, or other 
medium.17,18 Application of pulsed excitation allows for the background, with shorter 
fluorescent lifetimes to first decay before the longer lived lanthanide fluorescence is 
recorded.16,18-20 Repetitive pulses build fluorescence signals dominated by slowly 
decaying fluorescence that significantly reduces background. 
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In this chapter, sequential two-photon optical modulation processes in Ag-DNA 
clusters are combined with time-gated fluorescent lifetimes providing a near zero 
background method for obtaining fluorescence. Using pulsed primary excitation, 
secondary excitation induces luminescence during periods absent of primary excitation, 
significantly increasing sensitivity. Schemes for high-sensitivity signal extraction are 
devised using time-gating as the primary mechanism for background reduction. 
Sequential two-photon upconversion was successfully applied to fluorescence 
correlation spectroscopy (FCS) measurements of Ag-DNA nanodots and is presented 
herein. In addition to FCS, two-photon fluorescence upconversion could be applied to a 
broad number of other techniques including fluorescence imaging and super-resolution 
provided that background fluorescence lifetimes are shorter than the optically sensitive 
analyte dark state lifetimes. Biological fluorescence imaging of single or multiple 
fluorophores is a feasible future application. One could also imagine applications 
involving the monitoring of the dark state lifetime as a function of probe environment, 
mapping lifetimes to chemical or physical processes in the immediate vicinity of the 
fluorophores. This technique is reliant on a set of photophysical conditions which are 
explained in the following section. 
4.1.1 Photophysical Model for Sequential Upconversion 
Transitions between photophysical states of modulated fluorophores can be 
explained in terms of a three state model comprised of ground, emissive, and non-
emissive states.4,19 Initial excitation would populate an excited fluorescent state with 
subsequent relaxation typically to the ground state directly. A small percentage relax into 
a non-emissive dark state. Previous work in our group has detailed a subset of 
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fluorophores in which long wavelength secondary excitation is absorbed by this dark 
state, causing rapid depopulation back to the ground state, which in turn increases the 
population of fluorophores available for subsequent excitation/fluorescent cycles.10,13,21,22  
As a result, the dual excitation process can be considered a sequential two-photon 
process, comprised of primary excitation, relaxation into a dark state, and a secondary 
excitation out of the dark state. 
 Interestingly, Ag-DNA probes emit fluorescence as a direct result of only 
secondary laser excitation immediately following a pulsed primary excitation. In other 
words, if the fluorophores are in a dark state, application of only long wavelength 
secondary excitation can repump the fluorophore directly back into an excited emissive 
state leading to additional fluorescence. This is a refinement of the general modulation 
model proposed by our group, where excitations out of a dark state were more generally 
classified as a rapid pathway to the ground state.7,10,21 Here, we assign a direct transition 
between dark and excited fluorescent states as a result of secondary excitation (Figure 
4.1, k32). 
21 As application of long wavelength secondary excitation alone does not cause 
fluorescence if the fluorophore is in the ground state, the secondary excitation must drive 
the fluorophore populations from a non-emissive dark state back into an excited emissive 
state with subsequent relaxations resulting in additional fluorescence (k21). 
This transition can be modelled in a photophysical transition rate matrix 
(Equation 4.1) modified from previously reported three state rate matrices.23 Primary 
excitation, represented as k12, populates the emissive state (S1) via transitions from the 
ground state (S0). Subsequent relaxations lead to fluorescence (k21) and population of a 
non-emissive state (T, k23) which then relaxes (k31) after a time equal to 1/k31. 
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Application of secondary excitation is modelled as a repumping out of the non-emissive 
state directly back into emissive states (k32). Once repumped, fluorophores can then relax 
fluorescently or repopulate the dark state. We have empirically observed that unless a 
minimal excitation intensity of both lasers is applied (100’s of W/cm2 of pulsed primary, 
~1 kW/cm2 of secondary), fluorescence enhancement is limited. We refer to this process 










By applying ns-pulsed primary excitation and continuous wave (CW) secondary 
excitation while recording only photons arriving after the background fluorescent 
lifetime, it is possible to measure only the photons occurring as a result of the repumping 
 
Figure 4.1 Schematic of Ag-DNA cluster photophysics during optical 
modulation/upconversion. Fluorescence is a result of primary, higher energy wavelength 
excitation into the emissive state (k12) and relaxation back to the ground state (k21). While 
in the emissive state, transitions into a dark state (k23) can also occur. The application of a 
second, longer wavelength laser causes repumping of dark photons directly into the 




process. To do so, we simply ignore photons resulting from the primary ns pulsed 
excitation which arrive within the fluorescence lifetime and use a secondary laser to 
repump dark Ag-DNA clusters back into the emissive state, which are then able to relax 
radiatively in the form of additional fluorescence. As the dark state lifetime is tens of µs, 
(vs a few ns for fluorescence), photons occurring from the repumping process may occur 
on significantly longer timescales. This means that only the fluorophore of interest will 
be imaged during this time as there is no primary excitation to cause background 
fluorescence. This process provides a means to recover Ag-DNA signal even when the 
background autofluorescence signal is significantly higher than the fluorescence signal 
from Ag-DNA alone. 
Sequential two-photon processes allow for the direct recording of background free 
signal photons, a direct complement and extension of previous SAFIRe methods. 
Although two lasers are applied, only fluorescence recorded between primary pulses is 
used. Only the analyte of interest exhibits additional fluorescence during periods between 
primary pulses where there is only secondary excitation, and thus no background 
contribution is recorded. The majority of the methods used in this chapter are presented 
in Chapter 2 (Section 2.4.2), and specific modes of excitation are presented in the section 
that follows.  
4.2 Modes of Secondary Excitation  
 Primary excitation indirectly leads to dark state populations which can be 
repumped into the excited state and relax fluorescently. The use of pulsed primary 
excitation provides periods where secondary-only excitation alone (pulsed or CW) is 
applied, which does not generate endogenous background fluorescence. Pulsed primary 
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with pulsed secondary excitation (pulse-pulse) is shown in Figure 4.2, where a primary 
pulse nearly fully decays and a secondary pulse causes additional fluorescence. After a 
primary excitation pulse, a secondary pulse generates only a small additional 
fluorescence signal. This small secondary pulse generated fluorescence is only observed 
if primary excitation prepares the dark state, but the relatively small fraction of 
“upconverted “ photons upon secondary illumination suggest a relatively small QY for 
regenerating the emissive excited state from dark state excitation (Figure 4.4). As a result, 
pulse-pulse is demonstrated only as a proof of concept in section 4.4, and the majority of 
experiments and background subtraction are executed using pulse-CW excitation. 
4.3 Pulse-Pulse Proof of Concept 
To demonstrate the recovery of additional fluorescence as a result of two-photon 
sequential upconversion, 630 nm emitters were irradiated with pulsed 560 nm excitation 
from a diode laser followed by pulsed 803 nm Ti:Sapphire secondary excitation. Shown 
 
Figure 4.2. Schematic of a single pulse-pulse period. The primary and secondary laser 





in Figure 4.3, the sequential two-photon fluorescence is clearly visible as a second pulse 
following a primary excitation (Figure 4.3, inset). 
This excitation scheme paves the way for signal extraction in high background 
environments by ignoring the photons from the primary excitation and recording only the 
photons recorded from secondary excitation via the sequential two-photon process. 
Maximizing the signal photons is crucial and, as compared with pulse-pulse experiments, 
pulse-CW excitation yields a much greater number of sequential photons providing a 
more robust means for signal extraction. Pulse-CW more thoroughly depopulates the dark 
state than pulse-pulse, as more dark state excitation cycles are possible between primary 
pulses. This provides greater information for characterizing the photophysical rates 




Figure 4.3. Pulse-pulse fluorescence signal in 630 nm Ag-DNA clusters resulting from 
1.5 kW/cm2 560 nm and 880 W/cm2 803 nm ps pulsed 803 nm Ti:Sapphire for aqueous 
630 nm emitters. Inset: magnified plot showing the fluorescence as a result of only 803 




4.4 Pulse-CW Experiments 
A schematic of pulsed primary, CW secondary (pulse-CW) excitation shows a 
two component decay in fluorescence with well-separated characteristic decay constants 
(Figure 4.4). This provides a maximum number of upconverted photons leading to 
improved signal over background fluorescence. 
 As pulse-CW excitation maximizes the total number of sequentially upconverted 
photons compared to pulse-pulse excitation, pulse-CW was the primary method utilized 
in this chapter. First, photophysical rates dictating sequential fluorescence upconversion 
are explored, outlining characteristic photophysical properties required for 
implementation. A demonstration of signal recovery of Ag-DNA clusters in the presence 
of a high background fluorescence is presented, combining sequential upconversion with 
FCS to show the utility of the sequential two-photon upconversion.  
 
Figure 4.4.  Schematic of a single period between primary pulses in pulse-CW. The 
fluorescence signal is shown as a black line, primary and secondary lasers are shown in 
blue and red. The x-axis of time is not to scale. 
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4.4.1 Sequential Two-Photon Lifetime 
To investigate the parameters required for sequential two-photon excitation, 
fluorescence histograms were recorded using a very low pulse repetition rate (10 kHz) in 
the presence of CW secondary excitation. This low repetition rate allowed for 
measurements of very long (<50 µs) lifetimes for both 710 nm emitters and 630 nm 
emitters immobilized in PVA. 710 nm emitters were excited with 643 nm pulsed 
excitation in the presence of 803 nm CW excitation; 630 emitters were excited with 532 
nm pulsed excitation with 803 nm CW excitation. A plot of a pulse-CW fluorescence 
histogram is shown in Figure 4.5 demonstrating the very different timescales of decay for 
fluorescence and unconverted fluorescence. In all fluorescence histograms, two very 
distinct lifetimes were immediately present: that of the ns fluorescence lifetime (black) 
and an additional, relatively low population decay having a significantly longer µs 
lifetime (red). 
4.4.2 Dark State Photophysical Characteristics 
Application of a pulsed primary laser causes excitation into the emissive state, a 
small portion of which relax into a non-emissive dark state. Fluorophores reside in this 
state for a period of time equal to the dark state lifetime. The rate at which fluorophores 
exit this state is equal to the inverse natural dark state lifetime, or k31. Application of CW 
secondary excitation depopulates the dark state, directly promoting fluorophores back to 
the emissive state. This provides an additional path for dark state depopulation and is 
represented as k32. The rate of photons leaving the dark state (koffExit) is defined by the 
sum of these two processes (Equation 4.2).   
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 The rate out of the dark state due to secondary excitation, k32, is the product of 
the dark state absorption cross section, σdark, the percent chance of exiting the dark state 
and directly re-entering the emissive manifold (reverse dark state or reverse intersystem 
quantum yield), Φrevisc, and the intensity of secondary excitation, Isec, multiplied by 
wavelength λ over Planck’s constant multiplied by the speed of light (c, Equation 4.3). 
 
Figure 4.5. 710 nm Ag-DNA clusters with 9.0 W/cm2 647 nm pulsed (10 kHz) average 
intensity and 990 W/cm2 803 nm CW excitation immobilized in PVA. Due to the low 
repetition rate, a router was used to collect excitation pulse timing and photons in 
separate channels, as shown in Figure 2.5. The dip in fluorescence immediately after the 
initial fluorescence lifetime is a result of dead time on the detector as multiple photons 
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 Pulse-CW histograms performed at different excitation intensities are well 
described by Equation 4.3. A log-linear plot of only the slow decay is shown in Figure 
4.6, comparing two different secondary excitation intensities resulting in differing decay 
rates. The difference in overall fluorescence intensities is understood as a more thorough 
depopulation of the dark state through unconverted fluorescence. In other words, the long 
dark state lifetime relative to the excitation pulse repetition rate means that dark state 
populations are built more rapidly than they are depopulated, resulting in a net increase of 
dark state populations. Thus, in both high and low intensity secondary excitation, the dark 
state population is not exhausted between each cycle. Higher excitation intensity simply 
depopulates this dark state faster than with lower excitation (Equation 4.3). Photophysical 
dark state lifetimes are presented in Table 4.1  
 To study the effect of increasing secondary excitation intensity on the s dark 
state lifetime, fluorescence decay histograms were obtained across varying secondary 
excitation intensities while holding the pulsed primary excitation intensity constant. As  
 
Figure 4.6. Pulse CW excitations of 710 nm Ag-DNA clusters with 9.0 W/cm2 647 nm 
pulsed (10 kHz) average intensity showing only the longer time component. Note the 




the measured rates of decay are the sum of a natural rate (k31) and excitation rate (k32, 
Equation 4.2), fluorescent decays were recorded at varying secondary intensity to 
measure both k31 and relevant photophysical parameters (Equation 4.3). Attempts to fit 
the µs decay as a single exponential were unsuccessful but biexponential fits did yield 
reasonable matches (Figure 4.7), suggesting two different decay constants that are both 
affected by secondary excitation. Fits were made to Equation 4.4. The biexponential fits 
resulted in the extraction of two decay constants (or lifetimes). Increasing secondary 
intensity increases k32 and thus koffExit for both states, and is shown as two positive slopes 
in Figure 4.8.  
 
 
Table 4.1. Photophysical parameters for 630 nm and 710 nm emitters in PVA. 
Ag-DNA 
Cluster 
τ1 (µs) τ2 (µs) σdarkΦiscrev  
(cm2, 10-18)  
σdark2Φiscrev2 
(cm2, 10-18) 
710 nm 3.9 ± 0.5 16 ± 1 11 ± 1 1.9 ± 0.2 






   




Figure 4.7.  Typical fluorescence decay curve beyond the first few-ns decay. A single 
component fit is shown in the blue dashed line and a dual component fit is shown by the 
red dashed line. Data was for a 710 nm emitter immobilized in 20 % wt/v PVA excited 
with a 643 nm 100 ps pulsed laser with a 10 kHz rep rate, using 6 W/cm2 average 
intensity and 6 kW/cm2 CW 803 nm excitation. The two characteristic lifetimes for 710 








Figure 4.8. Extracted koffExit values from dual exponential fits (Equation 4.4) plotted as inverse 
lifetime as a function of 803 nm excitation intensity. Linear fits are according Equation 4.2. 
The two characteristic lifetimes for (A) 710 nm emitters and (B) 630 nm emitters are presented 





Figure 4.8 demonstrates the linear relationship between inverse lifetime (koffExit) 
and secondary excitation intensity (Isec), where the zero-intercept is the natural off time 
(k31) and the slope of the fit is proportional to the product of the absorption cross section 
and reverse dark state quantum yield, σdarkΦiscrev
 (Equation 4.2). While it is not possible to 
separate σdark from Φiscrev, the product of those two parameters provides insight into the 
interaction of secondary excitation with the fluorophore. The natural off time τN, equal to 
1/k31, and σdarkΦiscrev for both 630 and 710 nm emitters are presented in Table 4.1  
 The results from Table 1 provide some photophysical insight into the source of 
enhancement and thus utility as modulatable probes. Specifically, the fluorescence 
enhancement in aqueous conditions under dual excitation of 630 nm emitters is 
significantly higher than 710 nm emitters, but 710 nm emitters have an order of 
magnitude higher σdarkΦiscrev. The greater σdarkΦiscrev indicates a greater degree of 
secondary absorption by the dark state, higher percentage of emitters returning to the 
emissive state, or a combination of both. While the method cannot determine the 
mechanism of increased σdarkΦiscrev, the 710 nm emitters in fluorescent dark states 
demonstrated a stronger response to intensity changes in secondary excitation. It is also 
important to mention that previous work in our group has determined a dual decay in 
transient absorption, suggesting that dual decay may be due to delocalization of charge in 
the ss-DNA bound to the silver cluster.24 In this case, multiple decay components would 
be better represented by a continuous distribution of decay times, and thus stretched 
exponential fitting would be preferred over biexponential.24 
Importantly, enhancements in fluorescence in aqueous solutions as a result of 
secondary excitation are significantly larger in the 630 nm emitter compared to the 710 
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nm emitter (Section 3.4).  Also apparent from Table 4.1is the significantly longer natural 
dark state lifetime in 630 nm emitters versus 710 nm emitter dark state lifetime. It is 
important to recall that koffExit is the sum of competing k31 and k32 rates and that for 
pulsed excitation, k32 results in additional fluorescence while k31 results in lost sequential 
upconverted fluorescence. Longer dark state lifetimes in 630 nm emitters are beneficial to 
sequential upconversion because the competitive nonradiative relaxations are minimized, 
increasing the number of fluorophores available for sequential upconversion. The order 
of magnitude lower σdarkΦiscrev (proportional to k32) in 630 nm emitters is more than 
made up for by the lower natural off rate (k31) as photons that relax from dark states 
nonradiatively are no longer accessible to secondary excitation. Photophysical rates into 
and out of the dark state are crucial the utility of this method, as sufficient populations 
must be both available and sensitive to excitation.   
4.4.3 FCS Concentration Recovery Using Pulse-CW 
Given a high enough enhancement (>20%), pulse-CW sequential two-photon 
fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) concentration measurements of water 
solvated Ag-DNA clusters amid a high sulforhodamine 101 (S101) background are 
possible. This was accomplished by collecting all fluorescence occurring well outside the 
duration of the S101 background fluorescent lifetime (τS101 = 6 ns). Application of a CW 
long wavelength secondary laser causes additional fluorescence solely from the Ag-DNA 
clusters and not from the S101 background. Recording only photons on timescales well 
outside the background fluorescent lifetime, it is possible to measure Ag-DNA cluster 
fluorescence with very low background contribution. 
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Setting the repetition rate of the primary laser sufficiently high to capture the 
timescale of interest is crucial to permit recovery of concentration via application of FCS, 









Figure 4.9. Photon arrival histograms of an aqueous 630 nm Ag-DNA clusters, depicting 
the relatively rapid fluorescence decay and relatively longer lived decay. (A) 
Fluorescence histogram of Ag-DNA cluster positive control, showing all photons (black) 
and only those recorded outside the fluorescent lifetime (red, >50 ns). (B) Corresponding 
correlation decays as a result of the full fluorescence trace (black) and subsampled 
fluorescence (red), providing a control for the concentration recovery. (C) Plot of 
fluorescence signal from a mixture of S101 and 630 nm emitters, and D shows the 
corresponding correlation decays for the full (blue) and subsampled photons (red). The 
black plot in (D) is the FCS curve from an Ag-DNA cluster only sample (B), and is 





nm excitation of 10 MHz was sufficient to capture diffusion and extract concentrations 
(Figure 4.9). The addition of CW 805 nm excitation provided additional photons, many 
occurring on timescales longer than the fluorescence lifetime. The relatively low aqueous 
enhancement of the 710 nm emitter was prohibitive for aqueous concentration recovery 
via two-photon fluorescence upconversion FCS. Therefore, recovery was performed 
solely for 630 nm emitters. Controls containing 630 nm emitters alone were run to 
confirm concentration recovery (Figure 4.9A-B). Recovery of analyte over background 
was accomplished by gating against photons that arrived during the background 
fluorescence (Figure 4.9A-C, black) lifetime and measuring only photons sequentially 
upconverted from the dark state (Figure 4.9A-C, red). Fits to correlations of these 
photons still retain the same approximate concentration of Ag-DNA clusters, 
demonstrating concentration recovery amid high background. 
4.5 Conclusions 
Improvements in fluorescence sensitivity may be achieved through background 
reduction. Direct optical repopulation of emissive states via long wavelength excitation 
permits collection of photons only during periods of secondary only excitation and thus 
very low background fluorescence. Complementary to SAFIRe which relies on analyte-
specific photobrightening as a result of secondary long wavelength excitation, sequential 
two-photon fluorescence upconversion enables significantly reduced background 
fluorescence in samples of high endogenous background.  
While lower primary repetition rates (500 kHz) offer utility for FCS concentration 
recovery, we demonstrate that higher (10 MHz) repetition rates are very feasible (Figure 
4.9). While the faster repetition rates could more immediately be applied to FCS 
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dynamics significantly faster than diffusion, two-photon sequential upconversion has 
significantly broader applications in the field of fluorescence microscopy. It certainly is 
readily adaptable to biological imaging by measuring unconverted fluorescence, and the 
decay dynamics in upconverted fluorescence have potential use as a biological sensor.  
Leveraging 630 nm Ag-DNA cluster sequential two-photon fluorescence 
upconversion via a pulsed primary and CW secondary excitation, Ag-DNA photons were 
recorded well outside the fluorescence lifetime of both Ag-DNA analyte and S101 
background. It was then possible to measure fluorescence fluctuations arising from 
diffusion, quantitatively recovering analyte concentrations in the presence of high 
background. While this work represents a proof of concept, the applications readily 
extend to a wide array of fluorescence experiments including biologically relevant 
environments and multi-colored fluorescence imaging. 
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 CHAPTER 5 
STOCHASTIC OPTICAL FLUCTUATION IMAGING 
 
5.1 Introduction 
 Fluorescence microscopy has been applied to study biological processes occurring 
at ever smaller sizes. Practical limitations in microscope objective aperture size limit the 
collection angle and result in the Abbe limit, (Equation 1.3) producing a bandwidth-
limited optical transfer function that limits the resolvable optical frequencies collected by 
the microscope objective.1,2 The finite objective aperture and limited collection angle lead 
to a three dimensional diffraction pattern that is both manifested as a spatial broadening 
of features in three dimensions and quantified by the point spread function (PSF).3 The 
PSF is the response of an optical system to a single point source. Treated as single point 
sources, the point spread functions (PSF) of emitters in close proximity will be 
overlapped and indistinguishable, placing an upper limit on optical resolution and 
ultimately, observable biological and biophysical processes.  
 When discussing resolution, it is important to differentiate between narrowing of 
the PSF and an increase in resolution. While narrowing of the PSF is crucial to increased 
resolution, it is the ability to distinguish between separate overlapping PSFs that defines 
an increased resolution beyond the optical limit. The Rayleigh criterion is often used, 
defining two PSFs as resolved if the peak of one is centered over the first minimum of 
another. However, the Sparrow criterion is a more restrictive limit to surpass, stating that 
the resolution is achieved when the combined intensity from two overlapping PSFs is 
constant along a line between the central peaks of brightness. 
 In an effort to circumvent this resolution limit and image smaller structures, a 
number of techniques have emerged over the last decade collectively known as super-
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resolution imaging.4-6 Post-processing super-resolution methods utilize only measured 
fluorescence, require no modifications in collection optics, and are thus readily applicable 
to current experimental setups. Typically, however, all of these methods require that 
multiple measurements are taken such that periods of with fluorophore emission and 
periods without fluorophore emission are captured. This puts practical limitations on 
concentration, as emissive/nonemissive states must be recorded from individual emitters. 
As a result, FCS concentrations are generally required. Additionally, stationary 
fluorophores are assumed in all cases. Examples of post-processing super-resolution 
methods include Bayesian analysis of the blinking and bleaching (3B), single-molecule 
high-resolution imaging with photobleaching (SHRImP), and super-resolution optical 
fluctuation imaging (SOFI), and will next be described.7-9  
 3B utilizes a series of widefield images that capture independent blinking and 
bleaching events and then applies a Bayesian technique to model the entire dataset 
resulting from individual fluorophores.8 This method is thus dependent on widefield 
imaging and incurs a high computational load.10,11 By contrast, SHRImP uses only 
sequential photobleaching of individual fluorophores, comparing fluorescence 
measurements before and after multi-step bleaching processes to localize individual 
fluorophores.9 However, SHRImP cannot separate fluorophorophores that bleach 
simultaneously, and can only record distances in two dimensions. SOFI builds upon of 
previous statistical methods applied to fluorescence correlation spectroscopy, which were 
able to resolve the presence of multiple diffusing species based solely on differences in 
brightness.12  Explained in detail in Section 5.2, SOFI utilizes higher order cumulants to 
narrow the PSF based on the blinking statistics of individual emitters. Of these three 
methods, only SOFI is both readily adaptable to a standard confocal microscope and well 
suited to significant gains in resolution with lower computational load (Section 
5.3.1).7,8,13,14 
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 The seminal SOFI work from Dertinger, et al., studied the application of super-
resolution to CCD-based SOFI imaging of quantum dots (QDs), demonstrating a five-
fold resolution enhancement over widefield microscopy.7 QD labelled microtubulin 
networks of 3T3 cells were used to demonstrate narrowing of the PSF in three 
dimensions. However, previous reports of SOFI methods are limited to CCD image 
capture methods which are currently bound to sub kHz frame rates and >1 s overall time 
resolution. This limits fluorescent labels to those that respond on this time scale, either 
blinking naturally or manipulated through external stimulus to induce on/off switching. 
Both QDs and molecular photoswitches have been employed but these represent only a 
subset of fluorescent probes available to biological study.7,13 Additionally, the slow 
blinking characteristics of these two classes of probes require long acquisition times, 
mandating near immobile samples.  
 Our group has previously extended SOFI from CCD imaging to confocal 
microscopes with single element detectors, specifically avalanche photodiodes (APDs), 
in an effort to approach significantly faster acquisition times (<1 ms).15  Higher temporal 
resolution would enable the study of processes occurring on faster timescales, revealing a 
greater range of dynamics. Additionally, a greater range of fluorophores would become 
available as any fluorophore with µs fluorescent blinking could be used as a SOFI label. 
This chapter explores SOFI with µs blinking fluorophores both with computational 
simulation and experiment. The work herein extends simulations of SOFI by generating 
position-independent fluorescence signals as a function of two-dimensional (2D) scan 
position, implementing rapid laser scanning for cross-correlative signals, significantly 
reducing computational load, and exploring important photophysical traits to identify 






 Using the formalism of Dertinger, et al., we can represent the sum of collected 
fluorescence as a function of position using Equation 5.1, where F(r,t) is the fluorescence 
at position r and time t, represented as a sum of N total emitters, where each k emitter is 
the product of the delta function of position δ(r-rk), molecular brightness εk and time-
dependent stochastic blinking sk(t).
7 
 For a point scanning geometry however, the delta functions are convolutions with 
the excitation and emission point spread functions (PSFs). As a result, the delta function 
δ(r1-rk) is replaced with the convolution of excitation and emission PSFs, Uexc(r1-r) and 
U(r1-rk) respectively, shown in Equation 5.2 where r1 is the current excitation PSF 
position and rk is the emitter position. It is also important to mention that both molecular 
brightness and time-dependent stochastic blinking are excitation intensity dependent, and 
thus a function of position. However, for the purposes of this thesis, excitation intensities 
are extremely high and thus fluorescence intensity is saturated. The differences in 
molecular brightness and stochastic blinking are thus less important than they would be at 
low excitation intensities. In the limit of high excitation intensities, the positional 
dependence of both molecular brightness and stochastic blinking are approximated as 
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 This PSF is approximated as a Gaussian function and is shown in Equation 5.3 for 
emitter k as a three-dimensional Gaussian function using variance σ2 and Cartesian 
coordinates x, y, and z. The width of the PSF may be represented in terms of 1/e2 or e2 
radius, but may also be reported in terms of σ, the standard deviation of the function, or 
the full width at half the maximum value (FWHM). 
 Using the second order autocorrelation function as an example, the correlation of 
fluorescence signal in shown in Equation 5.4, where dF(t) is the time dependent 
fluorescence fluctuation. The corresponding representation of the fluorescence in terms 
of Equation 5.2 is shown in Equation 5.5. Considering the multiple emitters with 
overlapping fluorescent PSFs, Equation 5.2 applied to Equation 5.4 would lead to cross 
terms when expanded. In the case of very high excitation intensities, fluorescent blinking 
is independent, these cross terms go to zero. Additionally, both excitation and emission 
PSFs are squared as a result of the second order autocorrelation function, resulting in a 
decrease in the width of PSF. This relationship holds as higher orders are applied, 
meaning the nth order autocorrelation leads to the PSF raised to the nth power, resulting in 
a √n decrease in the width of the PSF. The combination of these two factors plays an 
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independence in blinking. An example of nonzero cross terms is next described, 
illustrating the need for cumulants.  
 It is crucial to note that the reduction in PSF results in super-resolution if the nth 
order correlation only contains terms relating directly to the nth power of the PSF. For 
example in the fourth order there is a case where cross correlations don’t cancel: two 
correlations for one emitter and two correlations from another emitter. Cumulants in 
place of correlations filter out these lower order contributions such that only nth order 
autocorrelations are considered. The omission of these lower order cross-terms removes 
their contribution, which otherwise broaden the PSF (i.e. summing PSFs raised to a lower 
power). For this reason, cumulants are used in place of correlations and are capable of 
resolution improvements beyond the optical limit.  
 While autocorrelations contain cross terms relating to various powers to the PSF, 
cumulants do not. By definition a cumulant is a function of delay and can be expressed in 
terms of correlations. Cumulants (C) in terms of correlation functions (G) of fluorescent 
signals are shown in Equation 5.6 to Equation 5.8 for second to fourth order, 
respectively.7,16 Although many cross terms between independently blinking emitters are 
zero, some higher order nonzero cross terms contribute wider PSFs (Equation 5.5) and 
subtraction of these lower order correlations narrows the PSF. Application of cumulants 
to fluorescence signals is important and provides a uniform and straightforward statistical  
 C2(r,τ1) = G2(r, τ1) Equation 5.6 
 
 
C3(r,τ1,τ2) = G3(r,τ1,τ2) Equation 5.7 
 C4(r,τ1,τ2,τ3) = G4(r,τ1,τ2,τ3) - G2(r,τ1)G2(r,τ3) - 
G2(r,τ1+τ2)G2(r,τ2+ τ3) - G2(r,τ1+τ2+τ3) G2(r, τ2) 
Equation 5.8 
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method for reducing the PSF and resolving single fluorescent emitters that would 
otherwise be indistinguishable. 
 Originally proposed by Weiss, Enderlein, et al. and applied to widefield charge-
coupled device (CCD) imaging, SOFI relies on the accumulation of many successive 
images to capture independent blinking that is statistically separated between emitters.17 
Cumulants are a measure of the probability of only n-related events, using nth order 
correlations that raise the PSF to the nth power, narrowing the PSF. To successfully 
narrow the PSF, lower order correlations (and their wider PSFs) must be removed, 
mandating cumulants. The application of higher order correlations combined with the 
subtraction of lower order contributions is the driving factor of improved resolution. 
However, emitters must be both immobile and blink independently and signal 
measurements must be fast enough to capture individual blinking events. Concentrations 
must also be low enough such that individual events can be captured. Additionally, 
increasing orders of correlation subtractions result in both diminishing resolution 
improvements and increasing computational load. Novel reductions in computational 
load are discussed in Section 5.3.1.2.  
5.2.2 Approximation to Reduce Computational Load 
The computational load for determining cumulant values for all delays at 
increasing orders scales exponentially and rapidly becomes unreasonable. The amplitude 
of the cumulant at the zero delay value is an approximation that significantly reduces 
computational load. As a result, the nth order correlation function is reduced to the nth 
order central moment. This makes it possible to approximate cumulants in terms of 
central moments.  
 The expression of cumulants in terms of central moments are determined 
according to both Equation 5.9 and Equation 5.10, where κn is the cumulant of order n, i 
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is √(-1), k is the argument which ultimately drops out of Equation 5.9 and µn is the raw 
moment <xn>. To briefly summarize, the coefficients of the Taylor expansion of exp(γ) 













Solving for a cumulant κn at the zero delay in terms of moments µn for the first few 
cumulants in terms of raw moments yields: 













   
These expressions of cumulants in terms of moments are referred to herein as 
autocumulants as they rely on only the fluorescence collected from a single point. 
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5.2.3 Cross Cumulants 
 Cumulants performed on photon trajectories at a single position are also known as 
autocumulants. Cross cumulants have also been determined from correlations of photon 
trajectories from different positions.14 Provided data collection at both positions occurs 
simultaneously, cross cumulants eliminate shot-noise by correlating separate fluorescence 
signals each with uncorrelated noise. They also provide a means for relating both space 
and time and have been shown to generate additional pixels.14 They are perhaps most 







 The cross cumulant, computed from fluorescence signals obtained simultaneously 
from two different positions, is described in Equation 5.15. For each emitter k, Equation 
5.15 is a function of two points (r1, r2), where dFk, rk are the fluorescence fluctuations and 
positions of each emitter contributing signal in the cross cumulant, respectively. A 
weighting term emerges as result of the sum that corresponds to the geometric middle of 
the points r1 and r2.
7,14 Thus, for all cross cumulants, the resulting value is plotted at the 
position represented by the geometric middle. Cross cumulants are advantageous when 
fluorescence is collected at two positions simultaneously, as they eliminate shot noise 
which can potentially contribute significantly to the cumulants when using the central 
moment as an approximation. They cannot be used when data is collected serially at 
separate positions, as the same fluorescence fluctuations for a single emitter are no longer 
simultaneously represented in both data traces. 
 A derivation of multivariate cumulants is not shown here, though other 
derivations may be found.16 For the purpose of this work, multivariate cumulants were 
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generated in terms of central moments using Mathematica’s MomentConvert function, 
which originated from the mathStatica package.19  
5.3 Methods 
5.3.1 Computational Simulation Methods 
 Simulations of 2D PSF narrowing in a confocal geometry were written in 
MATLAB (Mathworks). Raster scanning across a two-dimensional plane was 
implemented and individual fluorescence traces were generated at each point 
independently. While each fluorescence trace was saved as an independent file, it would 
be more computationally efficient for future simulations to aggregate all data traces into a 
single file. 
 PSFs were determined from the combination of excitation wavelength and 
numerical aperture, leading to a Gaussian distribution of excitation intensity. Written in 
terms of empirically relevant photophysical parameters such as dark state quantum yield, 
dark state lifetime, extinction coefficient, fluorescence lifetime, and fluorescence 
quantum yield, the fluorescence emission was simulated. Specifically, independent 
fluorescent time traces were generated at each position using a Gaussian PSF, extinction 
coefficient, and fluorescence quantum yield. A maximum time step of 50 ns was used, 
along with the excitation intensities and fluorescence lifetimes used to generate a matrix 
of Poisson distributed photons. From this distribution, a percentage of those photons, 
determined by the dark state quantum yield, transition into a dark state for an 
exponentially distributed period of time defined by the dark state lifetime. Corrections for 
any potential overlapping dark states are made and fluorescence quantum yields are 
applied. Finally, any loss of photons due to non-unity detection efficiency are applied, 
and a uniform distribution of background photons is added. Throughout the simulation, 
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checks on the photophysical properties are performed, measured, and reported. Individual 
simulations of two fluorophores at varying distances apart were simulated. 
 Data analysis was performed in MATLAB versions r2012b-r2015a. However, as 
there is no built-in function for the computation of cumulants, Mathematica (Wolfram, 
version 9.0.1) was used to generate symbolic output of cumulants in terms of moments 
and exported as an ASCII text file. MATLAB was used to parse the Mathematica ASCII 
output files and apply the necessary mathematical operations on each photon trajectory. 
Higher order cumulants are comprised of increasingly lengthy arithmetic combinations of 
the same central moments, often determined using significantly longer computation time.   
5.3.1.2 Reduction in Computational Load 
 Significant effort was extended to reduce computational load in both data 
simulation and analysis. For simulation, the design of a vectored approach to 
fluorescence data traces was developed, leveraging the efficient computational BLAS and 
LAPACK libraries integrated in Matlab to generate a time trace of Poisson distributed 
photons in a single step.20 Next, dark state entrance probabilities were assigned, 
thresholded, and exponentially distributed non-fluorescent times were generated. A single 
for-loop was used to prevent overlapping dark state lifetimes. Finally, detection 
efficiencies and background photons were applied in subsequent steps and the entire 
process was repeated for overlapping fluorophores. Using this approach instead of the 
standard nested set of for-loops reduced the computation time for simulated data traces 
significantly (>30%).  
 Additional gains were made for analysis as well. Higher order cumulants are 
comprised of an increasingly higher number of central moments, but the same central 
moments are repeated far more extensively. Thus, a very high degree of memory caching 
was developed such that moments of the same order were only computed once and 
extensively reused in the cumulant calculation. This reduced computation of very high 
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order cumulant images from days to minutes. Finally, as the simulation and analysis of 
each position-specific fluorescent data trace is independent, both simulation and analysis 
were parallelized and applied to Georgia Tech PACE computing resources. An average 
of 30 cores per simulation and analysis was utilized, further multiplying the previous 
gains in efficiency by well over an order of magnitude.  
5.3.2 Experimental Methods 
 Preliminary experimental results were acquired on an inverted Olympus IX-70 
microscope with a 100 µm diameter fiber as a pinhole and means of transmission to a 
Perkin-Elmer single photon counting module. A 633 nm helium neon laser was used at 
20 µW and aligned onto a 670 nm longpass dichroic mirror. In-house Labview software 
(National Instruments, version 8.6) was written for data collection providing up to 12.5 ns 
timing for photon arrivals. Olympus 100x 1.4 NA, or 60x 1.45 NA oil objectives were 
used in an IX-70 inverted fluorescence microscope. 
5.4 Simulation and Experimental Results 
 To improve resolution below the diffraction limit via SOFI, application of 
cumulants must reduce the PSF width and provide additional resolution between two 
otherwise overlapping fluorophores. Initially, this is demonstrated in terms of the full-
width at half maximum (FWHM) for simulated fluorescence arising from Gaussian point 
spread functions. Experimental work was initially performed using Ag-DNA clusters and 
was most effective using long (1.5 s) dwell times.15 As with previous work, areas that 
showed broad emission were narrowed, but no super-resolution was obtained from single 
emitters beneath overlapping PSFs. For this reason, this chapter is focused on simulation 
for improving previous methodologies and characterizing important photophysical 
characteristics for future experimental work. 
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5.4.1 Simulation Results 
 In general, it is somewhat trivial to demonstrate narrowing of the PSF using 
simulations in MatLab, although narrowing of the PSF alone does not actually 
demonstrate increased resolution. Shown in Figure 5.1, individual fluorescence data 
traces were simulated at a series of grid positions about a Gaussian PSF intensity profile, 
replicating a confocal raster scan over a single emitter. Independent data traces were 
collected at each point and a cumulant was applied to each independent trace, resulting in 
a series of cumulant values as a function of position. The full-width at half maximum 
(FWHM) of the resulting cumulant map was analyzed to determine a relationship  
between PSF width and cumulant order. Analysis was repeated using the same simulated 
fluorescence signal but increasing cumulant order to determine the relationship between 
PSF width and cumulant order. This is shown in Figure 5.2 which represents the expected 
narrowing of the PSF (points) vs a simple 1/√n plot (black line). The difference between 





Figure 5.1. Demonstrated narrowing of PSF of a single emitter. (A) shows the total 




at each point in an effort to represent a more widely available emitter with limited 
photostability. As a result, cumulants are less able to extract the unique blinking statistics, 
resulting in a lower cumulant value and artificially greater narrowing of the PSF. 
However, as a whole, the expected narrowing does approximately follow a 1/√n 
relationship. 
5.4.1.1 Importance of Fluorescence Binning  
 For the successful application of SOFI to fluorescent signals, binning faster than 
the off state lifetime is absolutely necessary such that blinking due to dark states are 
apparent in the fluorescence data trace. Without any binning, fluorescence fluctuations 
are dominated by noise and difficult to properly distinguish between on and off states. 
This is an important parameter to correlations, and important for properly subtracting off 
lower order contributions. Without binning, lower order subtractions simply subtract 
portions of the total fluorescence instead of subtracting lower order correlations. This 
 






centralized subtraction pattern is evident in Figure 5.3, where two fluorophores are 
spaced 100 nm apart, with a 10 nm step, 33 ns time resolution, 1 s dwell time, and a 10 μs 
dark state lifetime. Figure 5.3A is an eighth order cumulant performed on unbinned data 
(30 ns time step), and demonstrates a subtraction of centralized portions of the cumulant, 
leaving an almost doughnut shape. This is noticeably absent in Figure 5.3B, 
demonstrating two separate emitters. Increasing the numbers of photons per bin provides 
a greater amount of information in each time bin, clearly delineating between on and off 
states. It also has the added benefit of avoiding the situation where bins with zero value 
are mean subtracted, which would yield a negative value. Clear blinking is crucial to the 
function of a cumulant which relies on clear fluctuations in the fluorescence. 
 5.4.1.2 Important Photophysical Characteristics 
 Using excitation powers that maximized fluorescence, a parameter sweep was 
performed across varying dark state lifetimes. In an effort to demonstrate experimental 
relevance, the average fluorescent rate was set at 2.5x105 counts/sec, while varying the 





Figure 5.3. Comparison between non-binned (A) and binned (B) fluorescent photons 
prior to performing cumulant analysis. In this simulation, fluorophores with a 10 μs dark 





Equation 5.16 through Equation 5.19 where Iavg is the average intensity, kexc is the 
excitation rate, τon is the on time and τoff is the dark state lifetime. Furthermore, in 
Equation 5.17 and Equation 5.18, Φisc is the dark state quantum yield, Iexc is the excitation 
intensity, σ is the absorption cross section, λ is the wavelength, h is Planck’s constant and 
c is the speed of light. Isat is the saturation intensity, determined by the fluorescent 
lifetime, τfl. Dwell times were determined from the Gaussian distribution of fluorescence  
across all positions, such that the sum total of average fluorescence rate at all positions 
multiplied by the uniform dwell time equals the total number of photons. This is not an 
exact measure due to the stochastic nature of blinking, but it provides a convenient means 
to test photostability and in practice was no more than 20% different than the total 
recorded photons.  
 Results for a simulation of two fluorophores with 1-Φisc fluorescence quantum 
yield and unity detection efficiency are shown in Table 5.1. Binning is inherently limited 
by the blinking statistics and bin duration was set to 1/10 the dark state lifetime. 
Fluorophores in Table 5.1 were all separated by 170 nm (Sparrow criterion). 
 Unsurprisingly, the longer the dark state lifetime, the more cumulants that 
appeared to successfully separate the two fluorophores (i.e. a visible dip between the two 
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narrowed PSFs). This is in part due to the longer and thus better defined ‘off’ vs ‘on’ 
states. It was also due to larger time bins as a result of longer dark state lifetimes leading 
to more well-defined statistics for cumulants to operate on. This led to some general 
principles for selection of appropriate fluorophores including photostability, 
photophysical on and off times, dark state quantum yields, fluorescent lifetimes and 
excitation rates.  
 
 Not all orders can successfully resolve two fluorophores. Previous work by 
Dertinger, et al. demonstrated that differences in blinking between otherwise identical 
QDs appeared ‘brighter’ in some and ‘dimmer’ in others after application of cumulant 
analysis.7 In a confocal geometry, this variability now takes place on a per-pixel level 
within a single emitter. The difference in pixel brightness is effectively noise and was 
 
Table 5.1 Photophysical parameters used to simulate two fluorophores maximally 
separated such that no dip is present between the two PSFs. Autocumulants up to order 

























1 0.1 251256 219 9.40 0.01 0.03 0  
2 0.2 252525 219 9.40 0.01 0.05 0  
5 0.5 256410 217 9.50 0.03 0.13 0  
10 1 263158 215 9.50 0.05 0.26 0  
15 1.5 270270 212 9.50 0.08 0.41 0  
20 2 277778 209 9.50 0.11 0.56 0  
30 3 294118 203 9.50 0.18 0.88 4  
40 4 312500 198 9.47 0.25 1.25 0  
50 5 333333 192 9.48 0.33 1.67 3  
60 6 357142 186 9.48 0.43 2.14 3  
70 7 384615 178 9.49 0.54 2.69 3  




90 9 454545 167 9.48 0.82 4.09 32 
25,23,20,18-
12,10-5,3 





described in previous work by our group.15  However, this is made worse in the case of 
limited photostability which mandates a minimal number of pixels. Shorter fluorescence 
aquisitions, combined with decreases in the total number of pixels resulting from reduced 
photostability significantly magnifies the problem and reduces the overall effectiveness 
of SOFI. 
 Although average fluorescence rates were used to compare the importance of dark 
state lifetimes, it is in general best to maximize the fluorescence rate to increase the 
number of photons per bin. However, application of very high excitation powers will 
force electronic transitions to maximal rates, saturating total collected fluorescence and 
subsequently widening the PSF artificially, leading to a more ‘flat-top’ appearance of the 
PSF. As a result, total summed fluorescence images for high excitation rates appear far 
more similar for varying fluorophore separations. Thus, it is important to compare the 
subsequent narrowing of the PSF from SOFI to non-saturated fluorophores obtained at 
sub-maximal excitation rates.  
 The question of photostability was next addressed using maximal excitation rates. 
For this, high performance computing resources at PACE (www.pace.gatech.edu) were 
utilized, running 8 different separations with 23 different total photon counts. Simulations 
were run at 50 nm steps with a 4 ms dwell time and a detection efficiency of 0.05. As the 
only parameters that varied were the separation between fluorophores and total photons 
recorded, one would expect a relationship between the total functional cumulant orders 
(ones that show two fluorophores with a visible dip between) and the number of photons 
present. Shown in Figure 5.4, no clear relationship was apparent between total collected 
photons and the number of cumulant orders that can successfully separate two 
overlapping emitters. This result was unexpected, as more total photons were expected to 
result in better cumulant statistics. It re-emphasizes the importance of fluorophore 
blinking statistics over photostability, suggesting the potential of organic dyes and 
fluorescent proteins for SOFI. 
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 Optimal fluorophore selection, from the perspective of maximizing cumulant 
effectiveness, is largely influenced by a strong fluorescence signal while the fluorophore 
is in an on state and clearly defined off states. This way, the independence between two 
different blinking fluorophores is the most apparent. Longer, well-defined off states are 
important, but also maximal photons during on times are also very important. As a result, 
low dark state quantum yields and shorter fluorescence lifetimes are most effective in 
improving SOFI (Equation 5.17, Equation 5.20, and Equation 5.21), where Equation 5.20 
and Equation 5.21 are simplifications of Equation 5.18 and Equation 5.19, respectively. 
 
Figure 5.4. Total functional autocumulant orders (colorized, z axis) as a function of both 











Equation 5.20  
 
 
Equation 5.21  
 
 Subsequently, rhodamine 6G was tested as a potential candidate for super-
resolution imaging. Rhodamine 6G has a high fluorescent quantum yield (0.9), low dark 
state quantum yield (0.008), relatively short fluorescent lifetime (5 ns), and long dark 
state lifetime (200 µs). Super-resolution was observed in simulations of rhodamine 6G, 
shown in Figure 5.5. Simulations of Cy5 and Ag DNA did not demonstrate any resolution 





Figure 5.5. Autocumulants of rhodamine 6G, collected within the experimentally relevant 
photophysical parameters: 0.9 fluorescence quantum yield, 0.008 dark state quantum 
yield, 4.4 ns fluorescence lifetime, 200 μs dark state lifetime, 4.8 x104 cm-1 absorption 
cross-section, 4x104 total photons, 50 nm step size. (A) Summed fluorescence signal. (B) 
Seventh order autocumulant. 
 
5.4.2 Experimental Results 
 Analogous to previous work in our group, initial experiments were performed 
with rhodamine 6G and quantum dots (QDs). Collection software was written in-house in 
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LabView 8.1 with analysis in MatLab. The results in Figure 5.6 don’t show resolution 
improvements, but they did demonstrate narrowing of PSFs. It is not possible to assign 
positions of fluorophores, and thus the data is only suggestive of resolution 
improvements. This may very well be due to the non-saturation intensities that were used, 
and suggest that the assumptions in section 5.2.1, namely that the molecular brightness 
and stochastic blinking, cannot be assumed to be constants, and thus do not allow 






Figure 5.6. Experimental SOFI applied to rhodamine 6G dye using a 4 ms dwell time and 
~1.5 mW/cm2 of 514 Ar+ excitation. In (A), the bottom left corner appears to have a 
higher fluorescent signal that is somewhat narrowed in (B) (yellow arrow).  
 
 
 Binning on ms time scales was crucial to obtain any sort of narrowing with QDs. 
QD present a challenge to SOFI with fast single-element detectors as blinking occurs on 
all timescales and they may be in a non-emissive state for the entire duration of a single 
dwell time.21-24 QD imaging is therefore usually better suited to slower image capture 
devices such as CCDs. QD experimental results are shown in Figure 5.7. 
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 Unfortunately, experimental results were not as successful at narrowing the PSF 
as computational simulations were. This is largely due to the outcomes of simulation 
being obtained well after the experimental results, and thus the experimental conditions 
are poorly configured (i.e. long 4 ms dwell times and low excitation intensities). For 
these types of experiments, it is crucial that the PSF of the optical system first be 
characterized and optimized, such that SOFI resolution improvements can be quantified. 
As experimental data collection and simulations were done in parallel, the optimized 
parameters were not applied to experimental data. This is an area for future efforts. 
Finally, a piezo stage was used to scan a sample and obtain confocal fluorescence. 
Although it may be a small contribution, slight variations in position as a result of piezo 
creep and hysteresis may have increased noise. This could be remedied by using laser 








Figure 5.7. Cumulants applied to 605 nm QDs using a 200 ms dwell time and ~5 kW/cm2 
of 514 nm excitation. The experimental fluorescence image is shown in A. Second order 
autocumulants are applied to (B) using 100 µs binning, with little effect. However, in (C) 
the second order autocumulant with 10 ms binning yielded some narrowing. Note the 
black spots in what would appear to be the middle of a QD – a point where a single 
quantum dot may have been off for the duration of that particular dwell time. 
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5.4.3 Other SOFI Approaches 
 Initially, it was thought it would be possible to very rapidly ‘dither’ the excitation 
laser circularly in two dimensions while collecting fluorescence and assign each recorded 
photon a two-dimensional position. Provided the rotation is significantly faster than the 
fluence rate, fluorescence intensity is simply divided by the number of positions. This 
would have the advantage of spatially scanning significantly faster than the time the 
emitter could blink and thus make it possible to apply cross cumulants between positions 
as previously performed on CCD-based cumulants (Figure 5.8).  
 Rapid laser dithering was computationally simulated by dithering in a circular 
pattern, dividing the resulting fluorescence into repeating multiple discrete dithered 
position each associated with a position. Cumulants were then performed on each 
individual trace or by applying multivariate cross-cumulants across positions. The 
multivariate cross cumulants were determined using equidistant positions, such that the 
resulting cross cumulant value yielded a position in the center of the dithered beam 
(Figure 5.8).14 In addition to circular dithering, discrete positions about a central point 
were also tested. In all dithering with fluorophores of limited photostability, significantly 
fewer cumulant orders were successful at resolving overlapping PSFs, resulting in only 
the lowest (third to fifth) orders being effective. In general, the more positions in the fast 
laser displacement that were incorporated, the fewer orders that were successful. This can 
be understood by considering the need for maximized binning combined with the 
limitation of fluorescent dark state lifetimes, mandating maximal excitation rates from 
single emitters. As a result, dithering a laser and dividing the fluorescence trace between 
positions subsequently lowers the fluorescence fluency for each position. Thus in general, 
it is not advantageous to attempt cross cumulants on fluorophores with µs blinking by 
rapid laser dithering.  
 In addition to dithering, repetitive raster scans were explored. In this simulation 
the dwell time was divided by the number of scans, and the entire 2D space was fully 
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scanned before the repeated measurements were made. SOFI applied to multiple scans 
was less able to successfully resolve two emitters with limited photostability when 
compared with simply using a single data trace. For a single scan, a dwell time that is 
dependent on the PSF, step size, and average photostability would yield approximately 
500 μs. Given the relatively short dwell times in the absence of multiple scans (10’s-
100’s of µs), insufficient fluorescence and thus poor statistics were obtained, leading to 
greater noise in the sum of cumulants performed on multiple short fluorescent traces 
series versus a single longer fluorescent trace. Four to five passes leads to a dwell time 
that approaches dark state lifetimes, significantly increasing the chances of collecting 
zero photons for a single dwell time.  
5.5 Conclusions 
 The need for higher resolution imaging to characterize biological processes has 
led to the development of super-resolution techniques. SOFI applied to single element 
 
Figure 5.8. FWHM of the PSF vs cumulant orders. The theoretical 1/√n is compared to 
single-point autocumulants (No Dither), a dithering laser occupying four discrete points 
(4 Pixel) computed with autocumulants, a dithering laser with four discrete points plus a 
central nondithered (5 pixel) autocumulants, and 4-pixel cross cumulants (xCumulant). 
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detectors provides access to a significantly larger range of fluorophores blinking in the µs 
time range while maintaining compatibility with conventional confocal microscopy. In 
this chapter, the previous SOFI simulations of single element detectors reported by our 
group were expanded to more physically relevant conditions by collecting independent 
fluorescent time traces as a function of 2D scan position. Improvements in computational 
efficiency were applied, providing access to high order auto- and cross cumulants. The 
importance of binning fluorescence is demonstrated, along with selecting fluorophores 
with optimal photophysical characteristics such as high fluorescence quantum yields, low 
dark state quantum yields, and maximal excitation intensities. Fluorescent emitters were 
tested in simulations designed to compare recovery of resolution as a function of 
photophysically measurable quantities, and the organic dye rhodamine 6G was shown to 
be a promising candidate for future computational simulations and experimental studies.  
These types of photophysical characteristics emphasize a high fluorescence fluence rate 
while in an on state and relatively long off states, clearly delineating between on and off 
states. Photostability was not as important as off times and excitation rates, provided 
dwell times are long enough to collect sufficient photons.  
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SINGLE PARTICLE TRACKING 
 
6.1 Introduction 
 Unsynchronized, infrequent, or weakly detectable processes benefit can from a 
single-molecule level of study. However, due to weak single-molecule signals, 
immobilization is frequently employed and has enabled the study of otherwise 
inaccessible systems.1,2 However, many systems of study are strongly perturbed by 
immobilization or simply cannot be studied while anchored to another component or 
surface.2-4 As a result, the methods capable of studying a single particle freely diffusing 
in a fluid medium were developed, referred herein as single particle tracking (SPT). 
Monitoring a freely diffusing particle removes the restrictions of immobilization, 
providing a means for mechanistic insight into biological processes by performing 
experiments in environments that more closely represent that of a living cell. 
 One of the earliest descriptions of real-time optical tracking in microscopy was a 
proof of concept for tracking single bacteria.5 Comprised of optical fibers connected to 
photomultiplier tubes, differences in measured voltages drove an electromechanical 
transducer stage which countered diffusive motion. Piezoelectric stages were later 
implemented, first by Ha, et al. who used a piezoelectric translation stage and lateral 
steps to center single immobilized fluorophores in a confocal microscope.6 A theoretical 
work was later published suggesting the displacement of a single laser instead of the 
stage to track diffusing fluorophores in two dimensions (2D).7 Experimental realizations 
of this displaced laser were later reported, which rely on small servo mirrors or acousto-
optical modulators (AOMs).8,9 In an effort to track in three dimensions (3D), pinholes 
were combined with quadrant photodetectors or prism mirrors for dividing fluorescence 
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between photodetectors.10,11 3D tracking was more recently reported using a scanning 
two-photon excitation volume.12-17 Tracking of individual, freely diffusing single 
quantum dots in water has been achieved, approaching the single molecule limit and is 
still some of fastest reported diffusion actively tracked.18 
 Largely based on previous work in the field, development and implementation of 
a fluorescence-based real-time single particle tracking instrument was started with the 
goal of studying protein-protein interactions that are too weak or infrequent for more 
contemporary methods such as fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS).5,7,9,18,19 
Development of an instrument capable of tracking individual diffusing fluorophores is 
described in this chapter. The theory behind 2D tracking will first be explained followed 
by 3D tracking. Next, previous contributions to the project and experimental setup will be 
described followed by the method of calibration. Finally, characterization of the tracking 
instrument using the diffusion coefficient is presented for both computer and circuit 
control.  
6.2 Method and Design of Single Particle Tracking Instrument 
6.2.1 Two Dimensional Estimation of Particle Position 
 Originally proposed as a theoretical work, fluorescence based tracking method 
was later experimentally realized and both prior literature reports provide the foundation 
for the tracking method presented in this chapter7,9,18,19 The determination of the particle 
position is crucial to the tracking process and will first be described in 2D for simplicity 
followed by a 3D description. The method of moving the stage to track a fluorescent 
particle will follow.  
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 To obtain a positional estimate of a fluorophore in 2D, a laser is displaced 
laterally in x and y in a sinusoidal manner. By using the same frequency and amplitude of 
displacement for both x and y, it is possible to create a circular pattern if there is a π/2 
phase shift between the displacements. This is shown in Figure 6.1 where the origin of 
the plane is at the center of the x and y axes, R represents the radius of laser rotation and 
w represents the full width-half maximum of the rotating laser beam. The yellow line 
represents the trajectory of a diffusing fluorescent particle. 
 A single fluorescent particle centered in the rotating laser would emit constant 
fluorescence intensity throughout the full rotation of the laser, due to the constant 
excitation intensity throughout rotation.  However, if the particle were offset from the 
center of the laser rotation, it would experience different laser intensities over time as the 




Figure 6.1. Circular laser pattern used to determine particle position. A focused and 
displaced laser, shown in red with a full-width-half-maximum w, circles about a central 
point at radius R. The diffusing particle is shown in yellow. Fluorescence collected 
throughout the rotation is used to determine the position of the particle. Figure adapted 
from Enderlein, 2000, with permission of Springer.7 
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 Fluorescence intensity is directly related to laser excitation intensity, and thus the 
position of the laser that yields a maximum fluorescence signal is treated as the position 
of the particle. The position of the laser as a function of time can be represented in 
Cartesian coordinates by Equation 6.1 and Equation 6.2, where xLaserPos(t) is the position 
in the x dimension, yLaserPos(t) is the position in the y dimension, R is the radius of 
rotation, ω is the rotation frequency and t is time.  The sine and cosine relationship of x 
and y is a result of the π/2 phase delay in the laser displacement pattern. The difference 
between a positive and negative position in x or y is ±π. The laser position corresponding 
to maximum fluorescence is treated as the particle position because the maximum 
fluorescence intensity is a result of the position of the laser. An effective method for 




Equation 6.1  
 
  
Equation 6.2  
   
 Phase-sensitive lock-in detection selectively amplifies a single frequency 
component above all others in a composite signal, providing a DC output voltage 
proportional to both amplitude and phase of the individual component. Equation 6.3 and 
Equation 6.4 represent lock-in detection, accomplished by integrating the product of the 
fluorescence I(t) with the x displacement of the laser, represented by sin(ωt) where ω is 
the angular frequency and t is time. This product is integrated over several rotation cycles 
(tc) to help average out noise and is subsequently proportional to the particle position.  
Particle displacements in x and y are phase shifted by π/2 due to the laser position phase 
shift, and subsequent phase-sensitive lock-in detection is able to resolve the x and y 
displacements because of the π/2 phase shift. For 2D tracking, lock-in detection is 









6.2.2 Three Dimensional Estimation of Particle Position 
 To obtain a 3D particle position, the laser is displaced in 3D, both laterally in x 
and y dimensions and axially in z. The axial displacement of the laser is accomplished 
through two different focal depths. These two different axial positions are alternated 5 
times faster than the lateral displacement, leading to a laser pattern that has the 
appearance of two broken circles, shown in Figure 6.2. To determine the axial position, 
 
Figure 6.2. Schematic of laser displacement in three dimensions. A single laser (green) is 
focused through a microscope objective into a sample on a movable piezoelectric stage. 
The laser is displaced circularly (as in Figure 6.1) at two different focal depths and is 
switched between the two depths. Lateral circular rotation is at 10 kHz, axial switching is 
at 50 kHz and the horizontal diameter and vertical spacings are 0.8 ± 0.2 μm and 2 ±1 
μm, respectively. The piezoelectric stage is moved to counter diffusion and maintain the 
fluorescent particle in the focus of the microscope. 
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lock-in detection is again employed. However, the axial and lateral dimensions use 
frequencies (50 kHz and 10 kHz, respectively) that are faster than diffusion, low enough 
for commodity hardware, and different such that they may be easily resolvable. Lock-in 
detection is frequency specific, so particle displacement in the axial dimension is easily 
resolved from the lateral dimension. 
6.3 Single Particle Tracking 
 Once positional estimates have been obtained for fluorescent particles, a 
piezoelectric stage is moved to counter any motions that displace the particle from the 
center of the laser displacement pattern (Figure 6.2). This was accomplished through 
either LabView software or a home-built circuit that controls the 3D position of a 
piezoelectric stage. Stage positions are determined through integral feedback of the lock-
in signals, represented in Equation 6.5. In Equation 6.5, xs(t) represents the next stage 
position, L(τ) is the lock-in signal which represents the particle position and G represents 





 The integral feedback combined with the piezoelectric stage, displaced laser, and 
freely diffusing fluorescent particle to create a closed feedback loop. The loop begins 
with the particle centered in the detection volume. Due to diffusion, the particle will 
move toward the edges of the detection volume. Periodic fluorescence signals are then 
obtained due to the displaced laser. The periodic fluorescence signals are analyzed by 
lock-in detection, yielding a signal proportional to position. This signal is then sent to the 
software or circuit, which performed integral feedback and subsequently moved the stage 
to counter the diffusion of the particle. The stage movement re-centers the particle in the 
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detection volume, but successive diffusive motions in the particle will cause it to continue 
moving towards the edges of the detection volume and the process repeats. 
6.4 Previous Work 
 Initial implementation and alignment was completed by graduate student Andrew 
Khalil (Dickson Lab, Georgia Tech). The optical alignment for tracking particles 3D is 
depicted in Figure 6.3, where the output from a 633 helium-neon laser is aligned into 
three AOMs. Each AOM is used to displace the laser in one dimension. The laser is first 
sent through the x AOM and displaced in one dimension. The second AOM in the y axis 
is aligned to displace the laser orthogonal to the x dimension. When both AOMs are 
driven sinusoidally at the same amplitude (approximately 10-6 degrees) and frequency (10 
kHz) with π/2 phase shift between, the output is a circular pattern. The circle diameter 
 
Figure 6.3. Schematic of optical alignment, where a single laser is passed through three 
AOMs. The first two AOMs dither the beam in a sinusoidal manner in the x and y 
dimensions. The third AOM is used to alternate the laser between two different beam 
paths, each with a lens pair that focuses at a different depth in the microscope. The 
focusing lens pairs use separate first lenses but rely on a 50/50 beam splitter to combine 
both optical paths through a single second lens. The beam is then aligned into a confocal 




formed by the displaced laser is 0.8 ± 0.2 μm, and is sufficient for 3D tracking but will be 
further optimized.7,19 
  A third z AOM is switched on and off at 50 kHz to modulate the laser deflection 
angle such that when active it directs the laser toward a carefully aligned pick-off mirror, 
but when not active, the laser passes by the pick-off mirror. The z AOM alternates the 
laser between two different beam paths, each of which is passed through a pair of 
telescopic lenses. Each set of lenses allows for a different focal depth in an Olympus IX-
70 inverted confocal microscope with a 60x 1.33 numerical aperture (NA) water 
immersion objective. It was found experimentally that a z AOM frequency of 50 kHz 
resulted in a lock-in signal with sufficient contrast. Optimal spacing between circles was 
found to be 2 ± 1 μm, which is close to previously published values.18  
 Fluorescence was collected on an avalanche photodiode (APD) and sent to three 
lock-in detectors and a computer, shown in Figure 6.4. Fluorescence signals from the 
APD were recorded on a computer using a National Instruments PCI-6602 multifunction 
data acquisition (DAQ) card and lock-in signals are recorded using a National 
Instruments PCIe-6361 DAQ card. LabView 8.6 software was used to perform integral 
feedback, according to Equation 6.5. The positions of the piezoelectric stage were 
recorded and changed through a universal serial bus (USB) interface in LabView 8.6 
software. The piezoelectric stage implemented in this work had a resonant frequency of 
200 Hz. To prevent physical damage to the piezo actuators, input frequencies must be 
below 200 Hz, and thus a 15 ms pause between stage movements was incorporated. 
Previous work had used a piezo stage with about a 100 kHz higher resonant frequency.20 
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Figure 6.4. Schematic of fluorescence tracking instrument. Fluorescence collected on an 
optical microscope is sent to an APD and subsequently routed to three lock-in detectors. 
Each lock-in detector is able to analyze the fluorescence signal for each dimension and 
subsequently output a signal proportional to the displacement of the particle from the 
center of the stage. When tracking, LabView computer software was used to analyze the 
error signals and coordinate successive stage movement such that particle diffusion is 
countered. 
 
 Prior to this thesis work 3D tracking had been accomplished in our lab, but was 
not reproduced and optical alignment was unstable over a timescale of minutes. It was 
initially thought that the slow response in computer control was responsible. As previous 
work had cited circuit control, work on a circuit was completed but remained untested.20 
 The central component of the circuit-based stage control was an operational 
amplifier (Analog Devices, OP27G) configured as an integrator with an integration time 
constant long enough to prevent 200 Hz frequency oscillations that damage the 
piezoelectric stage. An initial design of the circuit was as shown in  Figure 6.5 and Figure 





Figure 6.5. Tracking portion of the controlling circuit represented in only the x 
dimension, as y and z are identical. The tracking portion is comprised of a buffer, 
variable-gain inverting amplifier, integrator, switch (ADG419), modified inverting 
summing amplifier, and a Zener diode to prevent voltages >10V. The negative integral 
feedback is accomplished through the integrator with variable gain through the inverting 
amplifier. The analog switch is controlled through a separate portion of the circuit, and is 
normally closed. When the analog switch is opened the output is driven back to the initial 
position through an RC time-constant of 10 seconds. The final component is a modified 
inverted summing amplifier, capable of summing a variable voltage such that the initial 
position of the stage could be adjusted. 
 
and z dimensions, the circuit moves the piezoelectric stage to counter particle motion, 
executing integral feedback. Each dimension (channel) of the circuit operates 
independently with a variable gain, integrator, and adjustable positional offset 
implemented through additional operational amplifiers (op-amps). This part of the circuit 
is shown in Equation 6.5. Every channel has set limits that when reached, initiate a timed 
reset back to a central location via a set of comparators, 555 timer and a series of OR 
gates to reset all channels simultaneously (Figure 6.6). The design differs from previous 
methods by combining all electronic components together. However, while simpler to 
experimentally set up, diagnosis of problems and implementation of fixes is difficult as 
all fixes to all dimensions had to be incorporated into one physical component.20 
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6.5 New Contributions to Instrumental Design 
 Optical alignment is crucial to optimized tracking and any offset in the pitch or 
roll of AOM alignment would contribute to slower tracking of single particles, resulting 
from a loss in π/2 phase shift between x and y laser displacements. A loss of this phase 
shift makes decoupling particle displacements in x from y via lock-in detection extremely 
difficult. In this situation, the system would still be capable of tracking but would be 
limited to slower particle diffusion. AOM mounts were modified such that the roll angle 
could be precisely adjusted, making the instrument much more sensitive to particle 
displacements in x and y. 
 Additionally, initial attempts at optical axial alignment were unsuccessful because 
it was assumed that the axial position of the two laser foci needed to be aligned 
 
Figure 6.6. Reset portion of the circuit for the x channel which is replicated identically 
for y and z channels with the exception of the integrator switch and multiple OR gate. 
The tracking input is recorded on two comparators, which when triggered, send a 
transistor transistor logic (TTL) high signal to a 555 timer, which is configured to output 
a 10 second TTL high signal, forcing the tracking portion for all three channels to reset 
to their initial positions. 
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equidistant both above and below the focal plane of the microscope. However, as the z 
AOM is only able to deflect approximately 80 percent of the laser power into one beam 
path relative to the other, it was impossible to perform tracking resulting from the weaker 
of the two beams. Thus, the brighter of the two beams was offset (defocused) in the axial 
dimension to reduce its fluorescence contribution such that fluorescence from both beams 
was approximately equal. All reported 3D alignment tracking was accomplished by 
focusing two beams of unequal power (with axial offset) into a confocal microscope.
 This somewhat unconventional alignment was extremely difficult in practice, and 
thus significant efforts were made to characterize alignment. A single immobilized bead 
was centered in the microscope and a computer software-based calibration program 
written in LabView 8.6 is used to characterize the alignment. While the AOMs actively 
displace the laser in 3D, the software rasters the piezoelectric stage in 3D, pausing to 
record position, fluorescence, and lock-in signals. A typical output for a well-aligned 
system is shown in Figure 6.7, where each of the dimensions displays a strong positive to 
negative error signal (Figure 6.7A-C) that is orthonormal to the other spatial axes. The 
alignment is considered optimized when motion along one axis causes a minimal change 
in error signal for any orthogonal axis. 
6.6 Tracking Results 
6.6.1 Software-Based Experimental Tracking 
 Successful tracking of 250 nm carboxylate-functionalized polystyrene fluorescent 
beads has been achieved in PEG solutions over a minutes timescale but no longer than 
100 ms in water. Figure 6.8A shows the trajectory of a 250 nm polystyrene fluorescent 
bead freely diffusing in a 100% PEG-400 solution (90 cP viscosity). Initial attempts to 
track fluorescent beads in PEG solutions provided a good starting point as isolated 
individual particles diffusing through the detection volume provided measurable 
fluorescence signals on the order of seconds before being lost. It was observed that the 
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system could track in the solution for extended periods of time (>30 minutes) although in 
such cases it is possible that the slowly photobleached bead could be exchanged for 
another bead of equal or greater brightness when two beads diffused across the detection 
volume simultaneously. To minimize the possibility of analyzing a trajectory where a 
particle is switched out for a brighter one, portions of trajectories with minimal 





Figure 6.7. A 250 nm fluorescent bead immobilized on a cover slip is moved in 3D 
while fluorescence and lock-in signals are recorded. (A) represents the fluorescence 
intensity and in (B), (C) and (D) the x, y, and z lock-in signals, respectively, are shown. 
Typical for a confocal microscope, a prolate spheroid shape is apparent in the 











Figure 6.8. In A, a recorded trajectory for a 250 nm polystyrene bead diffusing freely in a 
PEG solution is shown. In B, the fluorescence intensity is plotted as a function of time. 
No obvious spikes or dips are present, suggesting a single bead was tracked. 
 
 
 As a means for benchmarking the proper operation of the tracking instrument, 
diffusion coefficients were calculated for the tracked fluorescent bead and compared to 
experimental values. The certificate of analysis provided with the polystyrene beads 
reports a transmission electron microscope (TEM) diameter of 250 ± 9 nm. To obtain an 
estimate of the diffusion coefficient, the TEM diameter was used to calculate a diffusion 
coefficient of 0.0195 ± 0.001 μm2/s using the Stokes-Einstein relation. The relation is 
shown in Equation 6.6, where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, η is the 
solution viscosity and r is the particle radius. This value of 0.0195 μm2/s should be 
considered approximate because the beads are carboxylate functionalized and are 








 The diffusion coefficient is also represented as the change in mean square 
displacement (MSD) in Equation 6.7, where n is the number of dimensions, t is time and 
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r is position. Thus, the diffusion coefficient can be calculated from the slope of the MSD 
versus time plot. To gain a statistical advantage, time averaging was applied in the MSD 
calculation for the trajectory presented in Figure 6.8A, shown in Figure 6.9A.  A fit to the 
slope of the MSD versus time plot yields a diffusion coefficient of 0.018 µm2/s. 
  To study the diffusion coefficient more directly, the diffusion coefficient was 
plotted as a function of delay time according to Equation 6.7 (Figure 6.9B). It is 
important to note that the diffusion coefficient value does vary over time, so the value of 
0.018 μm2/s should be considered approximate. The changing diffusion coefficient may 
partially be due to a slight drift in the focus of the microscope and/or temperature effects 
of laser. An interesting effect present in Figure 6.9B is the initial spike in the diffusion 
coefficient that relaxes back down. This could be due to the instrument overcorrecting 
and moving beyond the particle position, falsely representing a high diffusion coefficient 
at short times. This effect is minimized at longer times, leveling out to approximately 
0.018 µm2/s.  
 When experimental tracking of 250 nm beads was attempted in water (0.9 cP 
viscosity), the longest recorded trajectories were 0.1 seconds or less.  Published work has 
detailed tracking of smaller (20 nm diameter) particles in less viscous solutions (water) 
for 25 seconds, so was is proposed that the 15 ms time delay between successive stage 
motions was responsible for poor tracking of smaller diameter beads.18 To answer this 













6.6.2 Circuit-Based Experimental Tracking 
 While tracking 250 nm fluorescent beads in PEG solutions (90 cP) was possible 
through software-based tracking, the same beads in water (0.9 cP) was not possible for 
greater than 0.1 seconds. A 250 nm bead in water has a Stokes-Einstein diffusion 
coefficient of 0.20 μm2/s, but previous literature has reported tracking of diffusion 
coefficients 100 fold greater using similar methods.18 There were likely several causes of 
this related to stage control, software, and the interaction between both. The piezoelectric 
stage is equipped with a ‘closed loop mode’ which actively moves the stage to correct for 
hysteresis and creep in the piezoelectric actuators. However, this active correction may be 
conflicting with the integral feedback used in tracking fluorescent particles, causing 
erratic behavior and subsequently losing the particles. The tracking software was also 
deliberately written to incorporate a 15 ms wait time in an effort to prevent damage to the 




Figure 6.9. In (A), the mean square displacement (MSD) for a single freely diffusing 
carboxylate-functionalized 250 nm polystyrene bead is plotted as a function of delay time 
plotted for x, y and z dimensions. A diffusion coefficient of 0.018 μm2/s is obtained from 
fitting a line to the averaged MSD for each dimension. For each plotted point, an 
averaged MSD is calculated from all equivalent delay times present in the trajectory. The 
diffusion coefficient plotted against the delay time in (B), according to Equation 6.7, 
demonstrating changes over time in the diffusion coefficient. 
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piezoelectric stage from high frequency oscillations. This wait time effectively freezes 
the tracking instrument in place while particles continue to diffuse out of the detection 
volume. Finally, the use of computer software and a USB interface for controlling the 
piezoelectric sample stage impose limits on how fast output (stage positions) can be 
generated as a result of input (lock-in amplifiers, stage position). The time frame of these 
lags can be as high as tens of milliseconds, making the overall instrument effectively 
frozen for as long as 30 ms. 
 As a result, an analog circuit was implemented as an alternative to the discrete 
wait times and active stage control. This enabled the operation of the stage in the 
alternate, non-correcting mode by using analog control instead of the digital USB 
interface. In place of computer control, an analog circuit comprised of operational 
amplifier building blocks was used. This was expected to provide constant motion of the 
piezoelectric stage while preventing the damaging 200 Hz oscillations. A computer was 
still used for data collection, but the control of the stage would not be reliant on the 
response of a computer.  
 However, a series of additional problems became apparent which were initially 
only observable via repetitive resets in the circuit. Initially, a series of op-amp buffers 
were implemented such that the input voltages from the lock-in amplifiers and integrators 
could be observed. A very slight voltage offset in the lock-in amplifier would be 
integrated and ultimately lead to a significant drift when attempting to track fluorophores. 
As a result, a summing non-inverting amplifier was added before the variable-gain 
inverting amplifier to manually counteract constant drift. Additionally, a second switch 
was added in front of the integrator so that no additional integration would take place 
during the reset, and variable offset limits were added to the comparators to increase the 
effective tracking range. Finally, an external transistor-transistor logic (TTL) output was 
added to the circuit to automate the LabView software data collection. The final tracking 
circuit is shown in Figure 6.10.  
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Figure 6.10. Modifications to tracking circuit, highlighted in red. Specifically, a 
noninverting summing amplifier and buffer were added to manually counter constant 
offsets present in lock-in amplifier inputs. An output just before the variable-gain 
inverting amplifier was added. An additional analog switch was added just before the 
integrator and a buffer such that the integrator value could be output. Not shown are 
adjustable comparator reset values and an output for recording resets.  
 
 Only tracking in two dimensions was attempted due to equipment (stage) 
limitations, but circuit modifications were made for three dimensions. Tracking was 





Figure 6.11. Fluorescence time trace of 250 nm beads in water. In (A), tracking was 
turned off, allowing beads to diffuse through the focus of the microscope during laser 
displacement. In (B), circuit tracking was enabled, demonstrating extended fluorescent 




and Figure 6.12, respectively. While single trajectories were not maintained out to the 






Figure 6.12. Autocorrelation of fluorescence obtained from 20 nm fluorescent beads in 
water. In (A), approximate fits to autocorrelated data with tracking turned off indicates an 
average transit time across the excitation volume of ~50 ms. In (B), the transit time is 
more than doubled with circuit tracking enabled. Fits were made to Equation 6, providing 
a rough estimate on the diffusion time.  
 
 
 Tracking of 20 nm beads was also attempted, again leading to extended tracking 
times. Fluorescent time traces were collected using 1 ms binning due to limitations in 
collection software, and autocorrelations were performed on data collected while tracking 
was disabled versus enabled. Autocorrelations were fit using Equation 6.8, where N is the 
number of molecules, τ(D-3D) is the diffusional time across the excitation volume and κ is 
the ratio of excitation beam radius in the z axis to excitation beam radius in the xy plane. 
Fits were similar to diffusive FCS curves, though a non-Gaussian excitation volume 
coupled with roughly constrained diffusion led to less optimal fits, thus diffusion times 
should be considered approximate. However, an extension in time spent in the excitation 
volume was apparent, lending support to the validity of the tracking instrument. 
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6.7 Computational Simulation 
 Although the bulk of the work presented is experimental, preliminary simulations 
have been completed for 2D particle tracking in MatLab. In the simulation a series of 
bead positions are randomly generated that fit a normal distribution multiplied by the 
diffusion coefficient. The diffusion coefficient is calculated according to the Stokes-
Einstein relation using a 200 nm bead diameter, temperature of 295 K, and appropriate 
solution viscosity (90 cP for PEG, 0.9 cP for water). Fluorescence intensity as a function 
of time is calculated according to Equation 6.9, where x and y are the particle positions 
(μm), ω is the angular frequency (2π·Hz) of laser rotation and w (m) is the radius of laser 
rotation.7 Lock-in detection of the simulated fluorescence is applied according to 
Equation 6.4 and Equation 6.5 with a 10 ms time constant. The result of the Equation 6.4 
and Equation 6.5 are used as the new x and y stage positions. 
 While the simulation provided excellent tracking results for 200 nm beads in  
PEG, it also reproduced the inability for the current system to track in water for any 
significant periods of time. This can be seen in Table 6.1, where tracked 200 nm beads in 
water yield an average trajectory of 31 ms. The maximum tracking time in the simulation 
was 10 s, and is reproduced for PEG viscosities. Due to the limitations in moving the 
piezoelectric stage (below 200 Hz, per manufacturer recommendations), a 15 ms wait 
period between stage motions was incorporated as a safeguard. However, this wait period 








investigated by simulating tracking with varying stage wait periods. The results are 
shown in Figure 6.13, in which diffusion coefficient plots exhibit increased initial slopes  








0.90 (water) 2.4 0.031 0.039 
9.8 0.22 8.0 3.1 
19 0.12 10 0 
90 (PEG) 0.024 0.024 0 
  
 
Figure 6.13. Randomly diffusing 200 nm beads were tracked according to a MatLab 
simulation. In each simulation, all conditions were held constant except for different 
stage wait periods between successive stage motions. Stage positions were recorded and 
diffusion coefficients are plotted according to Equation 6.7. In each plot, 2000 total 
trajectories are averaged. Shorter stage wait periods led to steeper initial slopes, or plots 
that approach the final diffusion coefficient at an earlier time delay. Accurate reporting 
of the diffusion coefficient at earlier time delays indicate the tracking instrument was 
following the particle much more closely and accurately.  
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when the stage wait period is shorter, meaning the tracking system is following the 
particle more closely and subsequently reporting accurate diffusion coefficients at earlier 
times. This earlier reporting indicates that the tracking system is faster and more accurate 
as a result of decreasing the stage wait period. 
6.8 Future Work 
6.8.1 Instrumental Design 
 Tracking alignment in the axial dimension was reliant on a single AOM to deflect 
between two different beam paths. Due to an 80% deflection efficiency, there was a 
significant difference in excitation intensity between the two beams, corrected only by 
aligning the excitation beams at the edge of the confocal detection volume. As a result, 
fluorescence signal resulting from the brighter of the two beams was partially ignored, 
and thus very likely responsible for reduced tracking efficiency. However, other 
alignment geometries circumvented this by relying on separate AOMs to adjust the 
excitation intensity for each of the two separate foci.18 Separate AOMs have the distinct 
advantage of a high level of control for balancing the excitation intensities of each foci 
without discarding fluorescence from the excitation volume. 
 Tracking in 3D using the improved circuit has not yet been attempted, due to 
equipment that was unavailable at the time. While 2D tracking results are promising, 3D 
tracking is still yet to be attempted. In addition, circuit modifications also may have 
drawn enough current to affect integrated signals, manifested as a sluggish response. The 
alignment geometry was also somewhat problematic, as the z dimension relied on the 
diffraction efficiency of an AOM, which was 80 %. This alignment would then, at best, 
rely on discerning the difference between two lasers that are 20 % different in intensity. 
Adopting an alignment more similar to previously reported methods is likely more 
effective.18 
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 Additionally, the design for the current circuit-based setup relied on a single 
circuit for stage control and integral negative feedback. This would make sense in an 
enterprise application where manufacturing of a single component is advantageous. 
However, in the research laboratory, it makes far more sense to design and implement 
individual circuit components separately to maximize the convenience of testing, 
replacing and upgrading. 
 Data collection software needs to be sensitive at a photon-by-photon timing, not 
simply binned fluorescence. This would likely mean a simultaneous collection regime 
synchronized with a single clock source (i.e. 20 MHz sync), such that the photon-by-
photon and stage position signals could be properly synchronized. 
 Lastly, progress has been made in SPT such that additional tracking schemes are 
available. Two-photon excitation reduces out of plane fluorescence, simplifies alignment, 
and increases penetration depth.12 Relying on lock-in amplification also reduces the 
responsivity of the system due to the need for some time averaging, and more recent 
methodologies forgo dithering altogether.21 However, due to the need for sufficient 
sensitivity from single emitters, some level of fluorescence averaging will likely be 
necessary. 
6.8.2 Computational Simulation 
 While preliminary simulations indicate the 15 ms stage wait period is limiting the 
experimental tracking of polystyrene beads in water, additional simulations with an 
analog circuit have not yet been accomplished. Instead of imposing a timed wait period, a 
low pass filter should be used to simulate the circuit integrator. By carefully tuning the 
low pass filter, it will be possible to determine the proper circuit components that provide 
an optimal balance between safeguarding the stage and optimal tracking. This 
optimization through simulation reduces the trial and error approaches to the physical 
piezoelectric stage, minimizing the potential of damaging the piezo actuators. 
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6.9 Applications 
 The eventual goal of this 3D tracking setup is to perform high-sensitivity SPT in a 
living cell by incorporating high frequency SAFIRe optical modulation. By sinusoidally 
modulating the intensity of a defocused long-wavelength laser significantly faster (>10x) 
than the dithering frequency, the fluorescence signal could first be demodulated (i.e. an 
additional lock-in amplifier tuned to the modulation frequency) before being passed to 
tracking lock-in amplifiers. Even in high background, we have demonstrated the ability to 
recover signals of interest through optical demodulation of fluorescence. Both correlation 
and Fourier transform methods should be directly compatible with these tracking studies 
for improved sensitivity and dynamics in complex environments. 
6.10 Conclusions 
 A 3D real-time single particle tracking instrument was built with the goal of 
exploring weak protein-protein interactions. A detailed explanation of the theory of 
operation was provided, along with diagnostics for determining optimal alignment 
utilizing in-house LabView software. 3D tracking of 250 nm diameter beads in PEG 
solutions was recorded. Initial work on computer simulations of single particle tracking 
was performed, detailing the need for analog circuit control.  
 In order to pursue faster diffusion, a homebuilt analog tracking circuit was built 
using operational amplifiers as a fundamental building block. Modifications to the circuit 
were made, making 2D tracking of smaller beads possible in aqueous solutions. 
Remaining work could focus on computer simulations of circuit-based tracking, 
improved optical alignment, and modular circuit-based controller design. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 
 
 Fluorescence microscopy has made significant contributions to our understanding 
of physical, chemical and biological processes. However, limitations in our ability to 
discriminate between the signal of interest and background will continue to provide 
challenges as systems of increasing complexity, lower copy number, and smaller length 
scales are studied. Improved sensitivity will always be an important part of overcoming 
these obstacles, whether novel fluorophores, techniques, or applications are employed. 
 Intrinsic electronic properties of fluorophores are of paramount importance, as 
fundamental losses due to non-emissive relaxations are not recorded as fluorescence. 
However, if the analyte is uniquely sensitive to external stimuli, it is possible to separate 
it from endogenous background, paving the way for higher sensitivity. The use of dual 
excitation opens multiple avenues for study. For example, in Chapter 4, pulsed excitation 
combined with long wavelength repumping is a novel approach to attain theoretically 
background free signal recovery, but is limited to fluorophores that are sensitive to two 
photon sequential photobrightening. Optical modulation can also be leveraged to 
quantitatively recover analyte concentrations amid background through application of 
correlation subtraction, though application of Fourier transforms is more robust.  
 Correlation and correlation-like statistics can also be applied to fluorescence 
imaging and spectroscopy in novel ways. Synchronously amplified fluorescence image 
recovery – fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (SAFIRe-FCS) is presented in Chapter 
3 and combines the sensitivity of optical modulation with the statistical averaging of 
autocorrelations. Proof-of-concept is demonstrated through improvement of FCS 
sensitivity. SAFIRe-FCS was also demonstrated to quantitatively recover concentrations 
amid a highly autofluorescent background. Cumulants, which can be represented as 
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multi-order correlations, are utilized in Chapter 5 to improve optical resolution beyond 
the Abbe limit of diffraction. Cumulants are crucial to the narrowing, as they correlate the 
nth order blinking statistics of only single emitters, ignoring the simultaneous 
contributions of multiple emitters. This provides an increased ability to distinguish 
between independently blinking emitters instead of simply narrowing the point spread 
function (PSF). Through the use of computer simulations, it was shown that the optical 
resolution limit may be surpassed in a confocal arrangement. Important fluorophore 
photophysical characteristics such as short fluorescent lifetimes (few ns) and long dark 
state lifetimes (~100 µs) which dictate blinking statistics were explored in an effort to 
identify effective SOFI fluorescent labels. 
 Finally, high sensitivity measurements are paramount for weak, unsynchronized 
or infrequent phenomena. Single particle tracking approaches the single molecule level of 
detail while being less disruptive than immobilization, permitting greater access to 
unperturbed molecular-level interactions. To this end, a single particle tracking 
instrument was built and computationally simulated. Tracking results are presented in 
Chapter 6. Remaining work includes incorporation of optical modulation for tracking in 
highly fluorescent background such as that of a living cell. 
 Sensitivity is perhaps the largest barrier to studying systems of decreasing size 
and increasing biological complexity. Novel applications of optical modulation, higher 
order statistics, and instrumental design have been demonstrated in this thesis to improve 
sensitivity in fluorescence-based imaging. Techniques designed around higher sensitivity 
will be increasingly important as smaller length scales, environments with higher 
background, and weakly observable phenomena are explored. 
